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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Mental Illness in the World Today 

Neuropsychiatric disorders severely harm the well-being of individuals, their families, and 

society on a global scale. Whether evaluated in regard to their detrimental effects on education, 

work life, or overall health, there is no denying the severity of their societal impact. In an effort to 

help guide countries to accurately assess their healthcare investment needs, the World Health 

Organization (WHO) devised a method for quantifying global burden of diseases.1 One of the 

primary metrics used was the disability adjusted life year (DALY), calculated by summing the 

years of life lost to premature mortality (YLL) and  the years lived with disability (YLD) in a given 

population.1 The 2010 World Health Report determined that neuropsychiatric disorders rank third 

worldwide in DALY values.2 Profoundly, these disorders are the leading cause of disability in the 

United States alone, accounting for 18.6% of total DALY values (Figure 1.1).2 These complex and 

often misunderstood brain disorders inflict suffering on millions, even eclipsing the global burden 

of cancer.2 Some of the more disabling neurological disorders are bipolar disorder and autism 

spectrum disorder, in which an estimated 2.8% and 1.7% of Americans are diagnosed, 

respectively.1 

While normal mood changes may be common occurrences, they can drastically impair 

quality of life when amplified in magnitude, duration, or frequency. Bipolar disorder is a recurrent 

neurological disorder marked by oscillations in both mood and energy.3 The fifth edition of the 

Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-V) classifies it into several subtypes:  
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(i) bipolar disorder type I characterized by episodes of depression and at least one episode of peak 

mania, (ii) bipolar disorder type II characterized by several protracted depression episodes, at least 

one hypomanic episode, but no manic episodes. Other subtypes like cyclothymic disorder and 

bipolar disorder not otherwise specified are in place when some symptoms of mood disorders are 

exhibited by patients, but fail to satisfy diagnostic criteria. Effectively, the need for the DSM to 

include these other “fail-to-characterize” subtypes underline the ambiguity in bipolar disorder 

diagnosis. This disorder is particularly difficult to diagnose accurately due to the challenges in 

differentiating type I or type II from unipolar disorder, another affective disorder characterized by  

Figure 1.1. The leading disease categories contributing to total United States disability is 

quantified using Disability Adjusted Life Years (DALY). This graphic was reproduced with 

permission from the National Institution of Mental Health.1 
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recurring depressive episodes (Figure 1.2).3 Misdiagnoses are most prevalent in patients 

experiencing the onset of bipolar disorder, which is thought to be the result of depression-like 

symptoms at early stages with no apparent history of mania or hypomania.4, 5  

Unlike bipolar disorder, autism spectrum disorder, or simply autism, is typically diagnosed 

during childhood, when the child displays a range of symptoms that reside in two impairment 

domains: (i) restricted interests and repetitive behaviors, and (ii) verbal and non-verbal 

Figure 1.2. Representative traces of mood states over time for bipolar disorder type I (top trace), 

type II (middle trace), and unipolar disorder (bottom trace). Mood fluctuations range from 

depressed (D) to hypomania (m) and mania (M). This graphic was reproduced with permission 

from Elsevier.3 
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communication. Autism symptoms can range from mild to severe, and affected individuals exhibit 

intellectual capacities ranging from gifted to greatly disabled. The revised Autism Diagnostic 

Interview (ADI-R) and the Autism Diagnostic Observational Schedule (ADOS) are examples of 

standardized interview-based exams that function as the current diagnostic gold standard in 

behavioral research and clinical settings for both autism and bipolar disorder .6, 7 Unfortunately, 

there are no diagnostically informative biological tests available which could serve as a basis for 

developing targeted pharmaceutical- or genetic-based disease interventions. Indeed, the lack of 

diagnostic alternatives illustrates the need for new analytical tools and a better fundamental 

understanding of brain function, particularly in regions that heavily rely on dopaminergic 

neurotransmission.  

 

1.2 Optical Microscopy in Neuroscience and the Need for Single Molecule Imaging 

Elements of this chapter are derived from Thal, L.B., Kovtun, O., and Rosenthal, S.J., Labeling 

Neuronal Proteins with Quantum Dots for Single Molecule Imaging, Methods in Molecular 

Biology, Copyright 2020, Springer Science+Business Media, LLC. 

 

The structural and functional complexity of the human brain has defied explanation.  Until 

the 20th century, cognition research was largely a philosophical endeavor. Combined with the first 

electrophysiological studies, the optical imaging of neurons, pioneered by Spanish neuroanatomist 

Santiago Ramón y Cajal, catapulted brain research from pure theory to empirical science. He 

modified the Golgi staining technique, now ubiquitously known as Cajal staining, to employ the 

use of silver to stain mammalian cells.8, 9 Cajal then famously imaged neuronal morphology and 
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constructed the first map of a neuronal network, two landmark events that contributed immensely 

to the burgeoning field of neuroscience.8 Optical microscopy has since served as one of 

neuroscience’s cardinal tools. Initially, scientists like Cajal would represent their microscopy data 

by pictography, simply drawing the structures observed at the eyepiece. The incorporation of 

cameras into microscopes afforded not only more representative data acquisition, but also a means 

to assign intensity values for each pixel. This technological advancement enabled computational 

approaches to neuroscience, making optical microscopy a quantitative technique.  But with the 

advent analytical tools developed in recent decades, our knowledge of the brain structure-function 

relationship has only grown in complexity, leading to our present time as “a revolution in 

neurotechnology” (coined by Dr. John Donoghue as the 2018 Cell-Neurotechnology Symposium 

in Leuven, Belgium). This spring of neurotechnology originated from the need to overcome the 

limitations in characterizing the brain in full, but more importantly, the pressing need to understand 

the root causes of neuropsychiatric diseases and ultimately aid in development of diseases 

intervention. 

Neuroscience has largely adopted optical imaging methods as one of its primary methods 

for investigating the properties of neuronal proteins (e.g. ion channels, G-protein coupled 

receptors, and transporters). Specifically, fluorescence microscopy has been used to investigate 

intrinsic properties such as conformational changes, spatial distribution, and clustering propensity, 

as well as extrinsic properties such as heteromer complex formation, intracellular signaling 

capacity, and membrane potential.10-15 Consequent to the dynamic nature of neuronal proteins, 

sensitive analytical techniques must be employed to observe their dynamics at plasma membranes. 

In the 1970s, scientists measured the membrane diffusion dynamics of a host of transmembrane 

proteins by first exhaustively photobleaching stained subregions then monitoring the replenished 
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fluorescence of protein-bound fluorophores laterally diffusing from the surrounding areas.16, 17 

While this widely adopted technique, now known as fluorescence recovery after photobleaching 

(FRAP), affords ensemble information about cell surface protein diffusion dynamics, it does not 

provide information about protein membrane subdomains important to cellular function.  

With advances in microscope optics and camera sensitivity, resolution below the 

diffraction limit of visible light is now achievable allowing the detection of single proteins in live 

cells. This yields spatiotemporal information of the protein that would not otherwise be apparent 

using conventional imaging approaches. Several techniques have been developed to achieve the 

spatial resolution needed to detect single emitters. One of these novel techniques is photoactivated 

localization microscopy, or PALM developed by Eric Betzig, which uses stochastically 

illuminated fluorophore subsets to construct superresolved maps. Betzig was awarded the 2014 

Nobel Prize in Chemistry for this novel technique.18 One of the most powerful sub-diffraction 

single emitter imaging strategies, single particle tracking (SPT), employs very bright fluorophores, 

which enables the direct real-time monitoring of a single fluorophore.19  

Several lines of evidence, particularly those from SPT analysis, demonstrate that the lateral 

surface mobility of proteins is implicated in biological function.20-27 SPT combined with 

electrophysiology measurements demonstrated a majority of neurotransmitter receptors undergo 

diffusion exchange between extrasynaptic and synaptic regions, a mechanism that shapes synaptic 

strength.20, 21 This receptor flux can be modulated by interactions with scaffolding elements 

resident to synaptic terminals such that when housed at the synapse, the receptor mobility is 

confined until a stimuli-dependent disruption of the scaffold-receptor interaction occurs. For 

example, α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid receptors (AMPARs) engage in 

this synaptic interaction with postsynaptic density protein 95 (PSD-95) and stargazin,22 
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metabotropic glutamate receptors (mGluRs) interact with homer,23 and glycine receptors (GlyRs) 

interact with gephyrin or the cytoskeleton at the synapse.24-26 Intriguingly, a rigorous set 

experiments showed that the autoantibodies of neuropsychiatric patients, particularly those 

experiencing psychosis, altered the diffusion dynamics of N-methyl-D-aspartate receptors 

(NMDARs), inducing synaptic disorganization and ultimately reinforcing the clinically relevant 

role of surface trafficking.27 

 

1.3 Quantum Dots as Probes for Single Molecule Imaging 

Elements of this chapter are derived from Thal, L.B., Kovtun, O., and Rosenthal, S.J., Labeling 

Neuronal Proteins with Quantum Dots for Single Molecule Imaging, Methods in Molecular 

Biology, Copyright 2020, Springer Science+Business Media, LLC. 

 

Along with advances in microscopy instrumentation, considerable effort toward the 

development of molecular probe design has further refined single molecule imaging capabilities. 

At the forefront of these advances are bright, photostable fluorescent probes called quantum dots 

(QDs).28-31 QDs are fluorescent semiconductor nanocrystals typically synthesized with a core/shell 

composition (e.g. CdSe/CdS) with diameters ranging from 4 to 10 nm.32 As a result of quantum 

confinement, QDs have size-tunable and narrow Gaussian emission spectra, which allow for 

feasible selection of orthogonal fluorophores in multi-color imaging experiments. Unlike the 

limited photon counts exhibited by conventional fluorophores, their large absorption cross-

sections and high quantum yields also make QDs extraordinarily bright, a property that contributes 

to signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) suitable for SPT experiments.33 QDs also exhibit excellent  
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photostability, which allows for single particle trajectory collection on the order of minutes.34 

Demonstrating such a robust profile of photophysical properties, QDs have played a critical role 

in the implementation of single protein imaging experiments, particularly in the field of chemical 

neuroscience, where the imaging of neuronal proteins, such as dopamine D2 receptors (D2R), 

gamma amino butyric acid (GABA)-gated receptors, dopamine transporters (DAT), and serotonin 

transporters (SERT), elucidated the membrane trafficking mechanisms in signaling and transport 

Figure 1.3. Two established approaches for QD labeling of neuronal proteins. Left: 

streptavidin-conjugated QDs target membrane proteins (green) employing a biotinylated ligand 

specific for target of interest. Right: secondary antibody-conjugated QDs target membrane 

proteins pretreated with a specific primary antibody. 
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regulation.34-42  

Specific target recognition is perhaps the most critical property to consider when building 

a QD probe. To facilitate specificity, a variety of conjugation approaches have been designed. The 

most popular option is one in which QDs are conjugated to secondary antibodies, in full or the 

fragment structure, containing epitopes specific to primary antibodies bound to their biomolecular 

target (Figure 1.3). An alternative approach involves biotinylating the primary antibody to enable 

high-affinity labeling using streptavidin-conjugated QDs. In 2002, the Rosenthal group conjugated 

a small-molecule ligand to successfully target and image SERT proteins in transfected cells.43 With 

the installment of a biotin handle in conjunction with a small alkyl spacer which promotes 

flexibility and hydrophobicity for drug-binding site interaction, and a polyethylene glycol (PEG) 

spacer for aqueous solubility and mitigation of non-specific binding, the neuroactive ligand 

(antagonist or agonist) can both bind to its target and QD-bound streptavidin.28  

By combining ligand-conjugated QD probe architecture with SPT analysis, the Rosenthal 

research group discovered that in immortalized serotonergic rat embryo cells (RN46A), receptor-

linked signaling known to enhance transporter activity also increases the mobile population of 

SERT proteins that would otherwise be confined by cholesterol-enriched microdomains.41 In 

dissociated rat midbrain neurons, a similar shift in mobile SERT population was found to be 

dependent on the phosphorylation status of the Thr276 site of SERT. These results were consistent 

with an increase in mobility for the autism-linked SERT Gly56Ala coding variant, which harbors 

a hyperphosphorylation phenotype.28   

DAT, the dopaminergic sister protein of SERT, establishes functional neurotransmission 

by clearing the synapse of dopamine. Importantly, DAT is known to have two primary modes of  
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regulation: (i) the heavily studied vesicle trafficking in which endocytosis and exocytosis work in 

concert to simply regulate the availability of DAT and (ii) the lesser studied, more elaborate surface 

trafficking (as mentioned at the end of Section 1.2) in which DAT can exist in freely diffusing, 

oligomerized, or compartmentalized states (Figure 1.4). Aiming to understand the DAT surface 

trafficking, the Rosenthal laboratory successfully labeled DAT with a cocaine analog ligand 

(IDT444) conjugation approach and spent considerable effort interrogating DAT membrane 

mobility in transfected cell culture.38-40,44 A large host of DAT coding variants have been identified 

in neuropsychiatric patients (Figure 1.5). Remarkably, the Rosenthal group also showed that the 

rare DAT Cys615 coding variant found in individuals diagnosed with attention-deficit/hyperactive 

disorder (ADHD) exhibited faster membrane mobility and larger area explored than the wild-

type.39 The enhanced mobility of the DAT mutant resembled DAT mobilities upon methyl-β-

cyclodextrin (MβCD)-mediated cholesterol depletion and amphetamine treatment.39 Using  

Figure 1.4. DAT regulation separated into two trafficking modes. This cartoon is depitcts the 

presynaptic terminal reduced to DAT trafficking examples. Vesicle trafficking is characterized 

by endo/exocytosis. Surface trafficking is characterized by various membrane statuses: freely 

diffusing, oligomerized, and compartmentalized.  
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IDT444-conjugated QDs, this study unveiled the first direct single-particle observation of DAT in 

response to a neuropsychiatric disease-associated mutation, and membrane destabilization, as well 

as a pharmacologically relevant psychostimulant.39  

 

1.4 Dissertation Outline 

  This dissertation focuses on using single-particle data as the primary analytical source to 

address questions both in biological and chemical settings. I begin with providing detail on 

Figure 1.5. Sequence locations of DAT mutations associated to neurological diseases: ADHD, 

autism spectrum disorder, bipolar disorder, and dopamine transporter deficiency syndrome.  
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experimental methods used in my research. This chapter is broken up into sections so the reader 

can easily refer to specific experiments highlighted in subsequent chapters. In Chapter 3, I then 

discuss how single QD imaging revealed abnormal membrane diffusion of an 

ADHD/autism/bipolar disorder-derived DAT variant (DAT Val559, Figure 1.5). I further provide 

evidence that alterations in surface trafficking operates in a protein kinase C (PKC)-β pathway-

dependent manner. 

While these studies in heterologous cells build a pharmacological and biophysical profile 

of DAT, they remain quite removed from the in vivo regime. In the interest of transitioning to a 

more physiologically relevant environment, I discuss advances made in imaging QDs deep in 

living brain tissue in Chapter 4. This chapter also provides a blueprint of probe characterization 

useful to those designing probes in chemically and physically challenging environments. I discuss 

how both shell thickness and geometry are important properties for QDs in neurophysiological 

environments. This chapter also includes single particle imaging of symmetrically shelled QDs 

that enable SPT deep in acute striatal brain slices. Chapter 5 completes my dissertation with 

concluding remarks and future directions.   
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CHAPTER II 

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

Elements of this section were reprinted with permission from: 

1. Thal, L. B., Tomlinson, I. D., Quinlan, M. A., Kovtun, O., Blakely, R. D., and Rosenthal, S. J., 

Single Quantum Dot Imaging Reveals PKCβ-Dependent Alterations in Membrane Diffusion 

and Clustering of an Attention-Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder/Autism/Bipolar Disorder-

Associated Dopamine Transporter Variant, ACS Chem. Neurosci., 2019, 10, 460-471. 

Copyright 2019. American Chemical Society.  

2. Thal, L.B., Mann, V.R., Sprinzen, D., McBride, J.R., Reid, K.R., Tomlinson, I.D., McMahon, 

D.G., Cohen, B.E., and Rosenthal S.J., Ligand-conjugated quantum dots for fast sub-

diffraction protein tracking in acute brain slices, Biomater Sci. 2020, 8, 837-845, Copyright 

2020. Royal Chemical Society.  

 

2.1 Mammalian Cell Culture and Tissue Preparation 

HEK-293 cells were a kind gift from Eva Harth, Ph.D. at Vanderbilt University, and SK-

N-MC cells were kindly provided by Jerry Chang, Ph.D. at the Rockefeller University Laboratory 

of Molecular and Cellular Neuroscience. Mice were kindly provided by Dr. Douglas McMahon in 

the BRAIN Institute at Vanderbilt University.  

 

2.1.1 HEK-293 and SK-N-MC Cells 
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HEK-293 cells were maintained using a complete growth medium comprised of DMEM 

with 2 mM L-glutamine, 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), and 1% penicillin/streptomycin, 

incubated at 370C at a 5% atmospheric CO2. SK-N-MC cells were grown using a complete growth 

medium comprised of EMEM with 2 mM L-glutamine, 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), and 1% 

penicillin/streptomycin, incubated at 370C at a 5% atmospheric CO2. Cells were then seeded in 

poly-D-lysine coated (1 hr at 37 °C) MatTek dishes at a cell density that produced a subconfluent 

monolayer.  

 

2.1.2 Transfection of DAT Coding Variants 

pcDNA3.1(+) DAT and pcDNA3.1(+) DAT Val559 constructs were previously detailed.1 

yfpsyndat (Addgene plasmid # 19991) and YFP-synDAT-S/D (Addgene plasmid # 48793) were 

gifts from Jonathan Javitch, Ph.D. at Columbia University. Q5 site directed mutagenesis (NEB 

Inc.) was used to generate hDAT A53 and D53 on both the hDAT and hDAT A559V plasmid with 

forward primer RB5576 5′-CCCGCGGCAGgccCCCGTGGAGG-3′ and RB5578 5′-

CCCGCGGCAGgacCCCGTGGAGG-3′, respectively, and reverse primer RB5577 5′-

TTGGTGAGGGTGGAGCTGG-3′. Both HEK-293 and SK-N-MC cell cultures were transiently 

transfected 24 h prior to labeling at 1 μg DNA:3 μL Lipofectamine 3000 ratio. Typically, this 

involved adding a lipofectamine/DNA mixture that contained 500 ng DNA per dish.  

 

2.1.3 Acute Mouse Brain Slice Preparation 

Brains were dissected and blocked in cold, oxygenated 95% O2 artificial cerebrospinal fluid 

(aCSF) solution (in mM: 114.5 NaCl, 3.5 KCl, 1 NaH2PO4, 1.3 MgSO4, 2.5 CaCl2, 10 D-glucose 
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and 35.7 NaCHO3). Striatal slices (300 μm) were cut with a Leica vibrotome at 4–10 °C and 

transferred directly to a continually oxygenated chamber with cold aCSF.  

 

2.3 Single Quantum Dot Labeling and Fluorescence Microscopy of Biological Samples 

 

2.3.1 Transiently Transfected DAT-expressing Cell Culture 

DAT-expressing HEK-293 and SK-N-MC cells were plated on MatTek No. 1.5 coverslips 

coated with poly-D-lysine and laminin, respectively. QD labeling was employed following a two-

step protocol previously outlined.2 Briefly, cells in 2 mL of full growth medium were spiked with 

20 μL of 10 μM IDT444 suspended in phosphate buffer saline (PBS) (w/o Ca2+, Mg2+) and 

incubated at 37 °C and 5% CO2 for 10 min. Three washes with warm DMEM Fluorobrite were 

performed prior to treating cells with 10 pM SavQD 2% dialyzed FBS in DMEM Fluorobrite. The 

QD-IDT444 DAT-labeled cells were washed three times with warm DMEM Fluorobrite. 

Activation of PKC and inhibition of PKCβ were performed by administering 100 nM Phorbol-12-

myristate-13-acetate (PMA) 30 min prior to washing and 1 μM Enzastaurin (Enz) prior to PMA 

treatment, respectively. PMA- and Enz-treated cells were washed an additional 3 times with warm 

DMEM Fluorobrite. At the microscope, IDT307 was added to the MatTek dish prior to imaging. 

Time-series images were generated by total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) and 

widefield epifluorescence microscopy on a Nikon Eclipse Ti-E inverted microscope equipped with 

an Andor Zyla 4.2 PLUS scientific complementary metal oxide semiconductor (sCMOS) camera 

and viewed with an Apo TIRF 60×/1.49 NA oil objective. Excitation at 488 nm was sourced by a 
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Nikon LU-NV laser unit. Yellow fluorescent protein-fused DAT (YFP-DAT) and IDT307 

emissions were collected with a 525 ± 18 nm emission filter. Streptavidin-conjugated QD (SavQD-

605 and SavQD-655) signals were collected with 603 ± 15 nm and 655 ± 15 nm emission filters, 

respectively. For SPT experiments, time series were produced at a 10 Hz frame rate. For clustering 

experiments, time series were produced at a 17 Hz frame rate. 

 

2.3.2 Acute Striatal Brain Slices 

Slices were incubated with a mixture of 1X CellMask deep red stain and 50 nM QD-

IDT725 for 10 minutes prior to three washes with cold aCSF. QDs in the striatum were visualized 

using a Nikon Eclipse Ti-E inverted microscope equipped with a Yokogawa CSU-X1 spinning 

disk head and an Andor DU-897 electron multiplying charge coupled device (EMCCD). QDs and 

the CellMask stain were excited with a 405 nm and 488 nm excitation sources, respectively. 

Emissions were collected with a 640 ± 75 nm and 700 ± 37 nm emission filters, respectively. In-

house MATLAB routines were used for automated analysis of all imaging data. Labeling and 

tracking protocols were previously detailed.7 

 

2.4 Data Analysis 

 

2.4.1 Single Quantum-dot Trajectory Generation  

Raw TIFF stacks were extracted from Nikon Elements ndl files in Fiji, an ImageJ 

distribution (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD). Trajectories were compiled from these 
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raw data given the conditions that (i) the particle emission is intermittent to ensure discrimination 

of single particles, (ii) the blinking gap is less than 10 frames, (iii) the point spread function (PSF) 

is located within a 3 × 3 pixel area surrounding the PSF location from the previous frame, and (iv) 

the trajectory persists at least 50 frames.  

 

2.4.2 Mean Square and 5 Second Displacement 

Mean square displacement (MSD), ⟨r2(nδt)⟩, values were calculated for each of the 

trajectories collected for time intervals of 0.1–1.5 s in 0.1 s intervals via  

 

where δt is the temporal resolution, (x(jδt), x(jδt)) is the coordinate at t = jδt, and N is the number 

of total frames recorded during a single trajectory. Diffusion coefficients (D1–3) were determined 

from the linear fits of the first three MSD values in the algorithm 

 

where σ is the uncertainty of particle localization. The uncertainty, dependent on the SNR and 

limited by the diffraction limit using visible light, was estimated by Δσ ≈ ω/SNR, where ω is 

approximately the widefield mode diffraction limit and SNR values for QD emitters exited by an 

evanescent field in TIRF mode range between 20 and 30. D1–3 values were populated, and a 

significant difference between distributions was determined by one-way ANOVA followed by 

Bonferroni’s multiple comparison test. 5 s displacement vectors were obtained by indexing particle 

coordinates after 50 frames and normalizing to the particle origin. Populated 5 s displacement 
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values were analyzed by unpaired Student's t test. All analysis was performed and automated by 

MATLAB codes. For extensive detail regarding microscopy and analysis in SPT experiments, see 

Chang and Rosenthal et al.3  

 

2.4.3 Target Cluster Propensity 

Raw TIFF stacks were extracted from Nikon Elements ndl files in Fiji. PSF centroids were 

subsequently identified and indexed. For the intensity of each PSF to be quantified, integrated 

density (ID) values were calculated by integrating raw intensity values in a 5 × 5 pixel matrix and 

normalized to the particle centroid coordinate. Because background in widefield mode is 

heterogeneous due to emission from QDs outside of the focal plane, background values were 

calculated by averaging intensity counts of a 9 × 9 pixel parameter centered around each centroid. 

Raw IDs were then corrected by their assigned backgrounds. All analysis was performed and 

automated by an in-house MATLAB script. The QuickPALM plugin in Fiji was used to generate 

tracking and localization microscopy (TALM) images. 

 

2.5 Generation and Characterization of Quantum Dot Conjugates for Brain Slice Imaging 

 

2.5.1 Synthesis of Symmetrically Shelled CdSe/CdS QDs  

CdSe cores were synthesized as previously described.4-6 In an Ar glovebox, 0.058 g of Se 

powder (Aldrich, 99.99% trace metal basis) was added to 0.36 g of trioctylphosphine (TOP, 

Aldrich, 97%) in a glass vial and stirred overnight, yielding TOP-Se as a clear, colorless solution. 
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On a Schlenk line, 0.060 g of CdO (Aldrich, 99.99% trace metal basis, 0.47 mmol), 0.28 g of 

octadecylphosphonic acid (ODPA, 0.84 mmol), and 3.0 g of TOP oxide were combined in a 50-

mL flask fitted with a condenser and temperature probe. The flask was heated under N2 to 150 °C 

and stirred under vacuum for 1 hr. The flask was purged with N2 and heated to 320 °C until the Cd 

complexed with the ODPA to become clear and colorless. TOP (1.50 g) was injected into the flask 

drop-wise and the temperature was then raised to 370 °C. The TOP-Se precursor was then rapidly 

injected, and allowed to react for 70 sec. The flask was cooled with air to below 110 °C, and 2 mL 

of dry ice-cooled toluene was injected. The final reaction solution was removed and the total 

volume of the solution was diluted with toluene to 15 mL. The particles were then precipitated 

with 15 mL of acetone and centrifuged at 4000 x g for 5 min. The pellet was dispersed in a 

minimum of CHCl3, precipitated with 10 mL of acetone, centrifuged at 4000 x g for 5 min, 

dispersed in a minimum of hexane (~1 mL), and precipitated with acetone again. These cores were 

dispersed in 5 mL of hexane and stored in a glovebox.  

Stock solutions of 0.1 M Cd oleate in 1-octadecene (ODE) and 0.1 M octanethiol in ODE 

were prepared in a glovebox. On a Schlenk line, 5 mL of ODE was placed in a 3-neck flask under 

N2 and 100 nmol of CdSe core nanocrystals in hexane were injected. Solvent was removed under 

vacuum at room temperature and then at 120 °C for 20 min. The reaction was purged with N2 and 

the glovebox solutions containing 7 mL of 0.1 M Cd oleate in ODE and 7 mL of 0.1 M octanethiol 

in ODE were injected at 310 °C via syringe pumps over 2.5 hr. After injection, 1 mL of oleic acid 

(OA) was quickly injected and the reaction was maintained at 310 °C for 1 hr. The reaction flask 

was cooled with air, the nanocrystals were cleaned by repeated precipitation as above, and the 

were nanocrystals dispersed in 10 mL of hexane with 1% OA (v/v) for storage under ambient 

conditions.  
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2.5.2 Passivation of Core–shell CdSe/CdS QDs by an Amphiphilic Copolymer 

CdSe/CdS QDs with emission maxima of 640 nm were dispersed in hexane with 1% (v/v) 

OA to 3.75 μM, as determined by first exciton absorbance. Poly(acrylic acid)-co-poly(n-

octylacrylamide)-co-poly(2-aminoethylacrylamide) (PAOA, MW 3000 Da) random copolymer 

was prepared as previously described.2, 3 For aqueous dispersion, PAOA (24 mg, 7.5 μmol, 10,000-

fold molar excess over QDs) was dissolved in 1 mL of MeOH and 15 mL of CHCl3. QDs in hexane 

(e.g., 200 μL of 3.75 μM 640 nm CdSe/CdS QDs, 0.75 nmol) were added with stirring, and the 

solvents were removed under a gentle stream of N2 overnight. The dried residue was then 

resuspended in 15 mL of 200 mM sodium bicarbonate buffer, pH 8.0. This suspension was 

sonicated for 30 min, heated in an 80 °C water bath for 60 min, slowly cooled in the bath to <30 

°C, and then sonicated for 30 min. Excess polymer was removed by spin dialysis (Amicon Ultra-

15, 50 kDa MWCO), washing with 3 × 15 mL of 100 mM 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-

piperazineethanesulfonic acid (HEPES, pH 7.8). The retentate was diluted to 750 μL with HEPES 

buffer and centrifuged at 16,100 x g for 5 min to remove residual polymer and insoluble 

aggregates. Aqueous QD dispersions were stored under ambient conditions. 

 

2.5.3 QD-Cy5 Conjugation and Amine/QD Quantification 

10 μL of 10 μM Cy5-succinimidyl ester (Cy5-SE) in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), 5 μL of 

2 μM aqueous QDs, and 200 μL of 100 mM HEPES pH 7.8 were mixed and incubated in a 

microfuge tube in the dark overnight. The next day, 30,000 MW spin filters were treated with 

polyvinyl pyrrolidone (PVP) for 15 min prior to washing excess Cy5-SE via spin dialysis filtering. 

Two additional washes were performed with 100 mM HEPES pH 7.8 followed by reconstituting 
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the QD-Cy5 conjugates to a final concentration of 20 nM. Absorbance spectra was acquired with 

a Cary UV-Vis spectrometer. An absorbance value at 650 nm was used to calculate Cy5 

concentration by Beer-Lambert Law. Assuming a 1:1 stoichiometry for amines and Cy5 molecules, 

Amines/QD were obtained by normalizing the concentration of Cy5 to concentration of QDs.   

 

2.5.4 IDT725SE Synthesis 

Acid IDT725 (10 mg, 13.3 mmol) was dissolved in 500 μL of ethanol and 500 μL of 5 mM 

2-(N-morpholino)ethanesulfonic acid (MES) buffer pH 5.5 in a 10-mL round bottom flask. N-(3-

Dimethylaminopropyl)-N′-ethylcarbodiimide (EDC) (24.9 mg, 130 mmol) and N-

hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) alcohol (14.9 mg, 130 mmol) were added, and the reaction stirred for 

10 minutes. The product was purified at on a C18 HPLC column using a linear 40-60% CH3CN 

gradient over 40 minutes, eluting at 34 minutes (53% CH3CN) and unreacted free acid eluted at 

27 minutes (49.5% CH3CN) MS for C44H68FN3O12. (MH+) calculated: 849.49; found: 850.96. See 

Appendix F for 2D nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra.  

  

2.5.5 Surface Conjugation of Ligands  

Polymer-encapsulated QDs (0.5 μM, 300 μL) in 0.1 M HEPES, pH 8.0, were mixed with 

8.7 μL of 90% 1 mg/mL IDT725SE and 10% methoxy-PEG8-SE dissolved in EtOH, and vortexed 

well. After incubating overnight, the volume was increased to 500 μL with 0.1 M HEPES, pH 8.0, 
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and excess SE reagents were removed via spin dialysis (Amicon Ultra, 30 kDa MWCO) by 

washing 12 additional times with HEPES.   

 

2.5.6 Dynamic Light Scattering  

Diameters were measured using a Malvern Zetasizer. Aqueous QDs were diluted to ~20 

nM with distilled water and filtered through a 0.2-μm cut-off PVDF filter (Pall) before analysis. 

Typical count rates were 200 kilocounts per second. Data were collected for 150 seconds in 

triplicate and fit using Malvern Zetasizer software to a volume-weighted size distribution of 

hydrodynamic diameter. 

 

2.5.7 Electron Microscopy and Energy-dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy  

High-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) and energy-dispersive X-ray 

spectroscopy (STEM-EDS) were performed on a Tecnai Osiris TEM/STEM operating at 200 kV 

equipped with a SuperX™ quad EDS detection system. Samples were prepared by drop casting or 

dip-coating dilute dispersions of the QDs onto ultrathin on lacey carbon support film (TED Pella 

1824) and baked at 145 ˚C overnight under high vacuum prior to imaging. STEM-EDS maps were 

collected using Bruker Esprit software with a sub-nm probe having ~ 0.8 nA of beam current. 

 

2.5.8 Ensemble Spectroscopy  

Absorption spectra were collected using a Cary 60 UV-VIS spectrometer. 
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Photoluminescence (PL) spectra were collected using a PTI QuantaMaster fluorescence 

spectrophotometer equipped with a 75 W Xe arc lamp as the excitation source. PL was acquired 

in 1 s integration time intervals with a 1 nm slit width.  

 

2.5.9 Time-Resolved Photoluminescence  

Time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) measurements were performed on dilute 

solutions of QDs with optical densities below 0.2 at the lowest-energy absorption transition.7,8 The 

QD solutions were excited under widefield illumination using a 405 nm pulsed source at a 1 MHz 

repetition rate. PL from the solutions was filtered with an appropriate long-pass filter and directed 

onto a single-photon avalanche photo-diode (SPAD, Micro Photon Devices, PD-050-0TC). A 

time-correlated single photon-counting unit (TCSPC, PicoHarp 300) was used to generate a 

histogram of photon arrival times. Ensemble lifetimes were determined by fitting the histogram of 

arrival times to a tri-exponential function. 

 

2.5.10 Single QD Fluorescence Analysis  

QDs were first diluted to a 100 pM concentration and drop cast on an untreated no. 1.5 

MatTek dish. The coverslip was incubated at room temperature for 3 minutes prior to aspiration. 

The dried coverslips were subsequently treated with either 100 mM HEPES pH 7.8 buffer or 

oxygenated aCSF. Intensity traces were acquired with a Nikon Eclipse Ti-E inverted microscope 

equipped with a Yokogawa CSU-X1 spinning-disk head, 1.4 NA 60× oil objective, Andor DU-

897 EMCCD.6 QDs were excited using a dedicated 405 nm laser at 51 W/cm2 with emission 
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collected with a 640 ± 75 nm emission filter. Blinking and photobleaching traces were acquired in 

100 ms and 1 s time intervals, respectively. In-house MATLAB routines were used for automated 

analysis of all imaging data.  

 

2.5.11 Surface-enhanced Raman Spectroscopy of QD Conjugates  

15 μL of 1 μM QD samples were deposited on Ag surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy 

(SERS) substrates immediately prior to Raman spectra collection. Raman spectra of SERS 

substrates were acquired by a Thermo Scientific DXR Raman microscope with a 532nm laser 

excitation source. 5 x 5 μm matrices were collected per sample with a 4 second integration time 

and 10 scans per spectra. The 25 spectra collected were subsequently averaged.  

 

2.6 QD-based Approach to Survey Endocytosed DAT  

Detection of QDs and cell membrane was performed by using a Nikon Ti-E microscope 

equipped with a Yokogawa CSU-X1 spinning disk head and a high-speed piezo [z] stage. The 

system included a live-cell incubation chamber kept at 37 °C and 5% CO2. Images were collected 

with a Plan Apo Lambda 60x oil objective with a 1.40 NA. 512 x 512 pixel (166 x 166 μm) stacks 

with voxel depths of 300 nm were acquired with an Andor DU-897 EMCCD camera. Gain for the 

EMCCD camera was set at 150. QDs and the CellMask membrane stain were excited at 100 ms 

exposure time by 405 nm and 488 nm diode lasers, respectively, with detection through 605 ± 70 

nm and 700 ± 70 nm filters, respectively. Nikon Elements Advanced Research software was used 

for image analysis.  
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CHAPTER III 

SINGLE QUANTUM DOT IMAGING REVEALS PKCβ-DEPENDENT ALTERATIONS 

IN MEMBRANE DIFFUSION AND CLUSTERING OF AN ATTENTION-DEFICIT 

HYPERACTIVITY DISORDER/AUTISM/BIPOLAR DISORDER-ASSOCIATED 

DOPAMINE TRANSPORTER VARIANT 

Reprinted with permission from Thal, L. B., Tomlinson, I. D., Quinlan, M. A., Kovtun, O., Blakely, 

R. D., and Rosenthal, S. J., Single Quantum Dot Imaging Reveals PKCβ-Dependent Alterations in 

Membrane Diffusion and Clustering of an Attention-Deficit Hyperactivity 

Disorder/Autism/Bipolar Disorder-Associated Dopamine Transporter Variant, ACS Chem. 

Neurosci., 2019, 10, 460-471. Copyright 2019. American Chemical Society.  

 

3.1 Introduction 

The catecholamine neurotransmitter dopamine is central to the modulation of neuronal 

pathways that control diverse behaviors including those linked to movement, reward, mood, 

attention, and cognition.1,2 Disrupted dopamine signaling is associated with multiple brain 

disorders such as Parkinson’s disease (PD), schizophrenia, bipolar disorder (BPD), attention-

deficit/hyperactive disorder (ADHD), and addiction.3−6 The presynaptic Na+/Cl−-coupled 

dopamine transporter (DAT) determines dopamine signaling amplitude and duration by actively 

clearing synaptic dopamine following vesicular release.7−9 Importantly, genetic polymorphisms of 

the human DAT gene (DAT1, SLC6A3) have been identified in cases of ADHD, BPD, autism 

spectrum disorder (ASD), PD, and juvenile dystonia.10−15 DAT endocytic trafficking at presynaptic 

terminals is likely a major regulatory mode of synaptic strength in dopamine neurons,16−19 a 
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process that can be referred to as vesicle trafficking, wherein DAT proteins are moved into and 

out of the plasma membrane from intracellular compartments. Consequently, constitutive and 

regulated vesicle trafficking is considered to be the principal determinant of functional DAT 

availability, though engagement of these mechanisms appears to be region dependent.20,21 DAT 

proteins can also engage cell surface trafficking or lateral membrane diffusion that can be impacted 

by DAT-associated proteins and disease-associated mutations revealed by total internal reflection 

fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy,22,23 fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP),24 and 

single particle tracking (SPT) techniques.25,26  

Single molecule imaging offers information such as kinetics and dynamics of molecules in 

real-time, which would be lost in conventional ensemble measurements. The study of lateral 

diffusion at a single protein level requires an approach that uses bright probes, such as quantum 

dots (QDs), to achieve signal-to-noise ratios suitable for high spatiotemporal resolution. QDs 

exhibit unique photophysical properties that make them an attractive first choice for single 

molecule imaging applications,27 which many groups have employed to investigate the diffusion 

dynamics of single transmembrane, neurotransmitter receptors, and transporter proteins (e.g., 

GABA receptors, glycine receptors, serotonin transporters, DAT).26,28−32 First, QDs offer a 

prolonged photostability required for imaging acquisition times on the order of minutes.27 Second, 

QDs have broad absorption spectra and size-tunable narrow Gaussian photoluminescence profiles 

that permit simultaneous multicolor tracking with little to no spectral bleedthrough. As a product 

of high quantum yields and large absorption cross sections, QDs are also very bright upon laser 

irradiation.33 Together, these properties have enabled the detection of single proteins in living cells 

targeted by antagonist- and antibody-conjugated biocompatible QDs.27,34 Because surface  

trafficking is believed to be a critical posttranslational regulatory mechanism,35−37 our group  
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developed an antagonist-conjugated QD labeling approach to monitor individual membrane 

proteins in live cells (Figure 3.1).38−41 Subsequently, we reported that the ADHD-associated DAT 

Cys615 coding variant exhibited significantly increased membrane mobility and a pronounced 

lack of dynamic response to lipid raft disruption and amphetamine (AMPH) stimulation.26 Along 

with Cys615 as one of the multiple genetic DAT variants, a second variant, Val559, has been 

identified in subjects with distinct disorders associated with dopamine signaling dysfunction. The 

Val559 mutation was first identified in a female proband presenting with BPD11 followed by its 

detection in two brothers with ADHD10 and subsequently in two unrelated adolescent males with 

Figure 3.1. Schematic outlining single QD-DAT labeling architecture and chemical structure of 

the DAT-specific IDT444 affinity tool. 
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ASD.42 Studies with mice expressing the DAT Val559 variant demonstrate elevated extracellular 

dopamine levels, altered biochemical and behavioral responses to psychostimulants, and changes 

in behaviors linked to reward and impulsivity circuits.43,44 In live cell culture, the mutant 

transporter displays multiple, striking phenotypes. Mazei-Robison and colleagues demonstrated 

that the Val559 mutation, though not impacting DAT surface expression or dopamine uptake, 

induces anomalous dopamine efflux (ADE), whereby mutant transporters spontaneously move 

dopamine from the cytosol to the extracellular space.45 DAT Val559 also demonstrates elevated 

levels of N-terminal phosphorylation at distal Ser residues.42 Mutation of these sites eliminates 

ADE, suggesting that N-terminal phosphorylation plays an essential role in sustaining dopamine 

reverse transport. Whether ADE is induced directly by transporter phosphorylation or is a 

consequence of changes in membrane distribution, lateral membrane trafficking, and/or the 

spatiotemporal organization of DAT with membrane partners is unclear. Here, we implemented 

our dynamic QD-based DAT monitoring approach to examine the impact of the DAT Val559 

mutation on DAT membrane diffusion dynamics. We demonstrate that DAT exhibits increased 

lateral mobility in transiently transfected HEK-293 and SK-N-MC cells, movements that are also 

sensitive to mutations and pharmacological approaches impacting DAT phosphorylation. Using 

tracking and localization microscopy (TALM) and an intensity-based clustering analysis we 

developed, we demonstrate that the mutant targets to surface membrane clusters of HEK-293 cells 

to a lesser degree than the wild-type transporter. Our findings support the idea that disruption of 

normal DAT spatiotemporal organization may impose elevated risk for neuropsychiatric disorders 

linked to perturbed dopamine signaling.  

 

3.2 Results and Discussion 
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3.2.1 Single QD Tracking Analysis Reveals DAT Val559 Has Aberrant Membrane Diffusion 

Dynamics.  

DAT Val559 has been reported to display altered vesicle trafficking in vitro and in vivo. 

21,42 To assess the impact of the DAT Val559 mutation on lateral membrane trafficking, we targeted 

DATs with DAT antagonist-conjugated QDs.40 Figure 3.1 illustrates the chemical structure of 

IDT444, the DAT-specific ligand used in our labeling paradigm, which makes use of the high-

affinity carbomethoxy-fluorophenyl cocaine analog β-CFT (also known as WIN 35,428), an 11-

carbon alkyl spacer to allow the antagonist to access its DAT binding site, and a PEG linker 

connected to a biotin molecule to provide for streptavidin-mediated QD binding.40 This QD-

IDT444 labeling strategy has proven successful in single QD tracking of DAT proteins.26,40 At 

concentrations of 100 nM IDT444 and <0.1 nM QD, we previously demonstrated that nonspecific 

binding was virtually eliminated.26,40 Because DAT Val559 is similar to wild-type DAT Ala559 

in both β-CFT binding affinity and cocaine inhibition of [3H]-DA uptake,46,47 we expect IDT444 

labeling to be comparable across cells expressing DAT Ala559 or Val559. Because dopamine D2 

receptors (D2Rs) physically associate with DAT and promote DAT Val559-induced ADE,48−50 we 

pursued studies of multiple DAT variants (e.g., A559V, YFPDAT, YFPDAT S/ D, DAT S53A, 

DAT S53D, A559V + S53A, A559V + S53D) in HEK-293 cells that endogenously express 

D2Rs.50 QD-labeled human DAT Ala559 and human DAT Val559 were studied in live, transiently 

transfected HEK-293 cells and imaged using TIRF microscopy at 10 hz. Representative 

trajectories for both DAT Ala559 and DAT Val559 coding variants are shown in Figure 3.2a and 

b. 4-(4-dimethylamino)phenyl-1-methylpyridinium (IDT307, APP+),51,52 a DAT-specific 

fluorescent analog of 1-methyl-4-phenylpyridinium (MPP+), was used to outline the cell  
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Figure 3.2. DAT Val559 exhibits faster mobility compared to that of DAT Ala559 transiently 

expressed in HEK-293 cells. (a,b) Representative trajectories collected over 60 s of QD-bound 

DAT and DAT Val559 coding variants superimposed to the IDT307 channel (scale bar = 5 

μm). (c,d) Images at 4× magnification of images in a and b, respectively. (e) Cumulative 

frequency distributions of diffusion coefficients (D1–3) of immobile QDs, DAT Ala559, and 

DAT Val559 (Kolmogorov–Smirnov 2-sample test, p < 0.0001). (f) Averaged mean square 

displacement (MSD) plots (mean ± S.E.M.) and diffusion coefficient box plots (median, 25% 

and 75% interquartiles, one-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni’s multiple comparison test, 

***p < 0.001, ####p < 0.001 comparing data sets to immobilized QDs as control) of trajectories 

analyzed for DAT Ala559 and DAT Val559. (g) A 5 s displacement bar graph (mean ± S.E.M., 

unpaired Student’s t test, ***p < 0.001) and polar plots (outer radius limit = 2 μm) of single 

DAT Ala559 (gray) and DAT Val559 (blue). DAT displacements are normalized to their spatial 

origin. N (trajectories) are provided in Table A.1. 
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boundaries (Figure 3.2a−d). Diffusion coefficients (D1−3, see Chapter 2 for details on calculations 

and analysis) were determined for populations of DAT Ala559 and DAT Val559 trajectories. 

Cumulative probability distributions (Figure 3.2e) of D1−3 values reveal a significant increase in 

DAT Val559 diffusion rates under basal conditions as compared to DAT Ala559. Averaged mean 

square displacement (MSD) curves show confined motion for both DAT Ala559 and DAT Val559, 

though the Val559 slope is significantly larger than the wild-type. DAT Val559 D1−3 interquartile 

ranges (25−75%) are also significantly greater than DAT Ala559 (Figure 3.2f). In addition to 

diffusion coefficients, 5 s radial displacement vectors were calculated by obtaining QD particle 

distance and direction traveled in 5 s (50 frames at 10 Hz) normalized to the particle position at 

the first frame (see Chapter 2). Averaged 5 s displacements for DAT Ala559 and DAT Val559 

under basal conditions proved to be significantly different (Figure 3.2g). To increase the 

physiological relevance of our studies, we repeated our experiments using catecholaminergic 

neuroblastoma cells (SK-N-MC) derived from the human brain. Results in Figure A.1 demonstrate 

findings similar to those in our HEK-293 studies using SK-N-MC cells expressing DAT Ala559 

and DAT Val559.  

 

3.2.2 DAT Val559 Membrane Mobility is Insensitive to PMA-Triggered PKC Activation but 

Can Be Diminished by PKCβ Inhibition.  

DAT-mediated dopamine efflux and DAT surface density are impacted by protein kinase 

C (PKC) signaling.5 To examine whether faster DAT Val559 mobility is associated with 

transporter phosphorylation status, we examined the effects of general PKC activation on DAT 

Ala559 and DAT Val559 mobility using phorbol-12-myristate13-acetate (PMA), a diester that  
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Figure 3.3. DAT Val559 diffusion is unresponsive to protein kinase C (PKC) activation and is 

attenuated by PKCβ inhibition in HEK-293 cells. (a) Schematic of DAT with PKC activation 

by PMA highlighted in blue and PKCβ inhibition by enzastaurin (Enz) highlighted in red. The 

dashed line denotes the general region of phosphorylation mediated by PKC activation. (b) 

Diffusion coefficient box plot (median, 25% and 75% interquantiles, one-way ANOVA 

followed by Bonferroni’s multiple comparison test, NS p > 0.05, ***p < 0.001) of trajectories 

analyzed for DAT Ala559 and DAT Val559 under basal, stimulated (+PMA) conditions, and 

inhibited (+Enz) conditions. (c) A 5 s displacement bar graph (mean ± S.E.M., unpaired 

Student’s t test, NS p > 0.05 *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001) of trajectories analyzed for 

DAT Ala559 and DAT Val559 under basal, stimulated (+PMA), and inhibited (+Enz) 

conditions. N (trajectories) are provided in Table A.1. 
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binds to the catalytic C1 domain of PKC, which leads to stimulation of PKC activity. HEK-293 

cells were preincubated with 100 nM PMA for 30 min prior to QD labeling. PKC activation 

induced an increase in DAT Ala559 D1−3 and 5 s displacements. However, these effects of PMA 

were not observed for DAT Val559 (Figure 3.3b, c). Similar results to those observed in HEK-293 

cells were obtained with transfected SK-N-MC cells, demonstrating consistency across cell lines 

(Figure B.2).  

PMA activates multiple PKC isoforms that can regulate DAT.5 Because PKCβ regulates 

dopamine efflux,53 PKCβ activity is elevated in DAT Val559 expressing HEK-293 cells,42 and 

antagonism of PKCβ restores AMPH-induced DAT internalization,54 we focused further studies 

on this PKC isoform. Specifically, we tested the effects of the PKCβ-specific inhibitor enzastaurin, 

previously shown to attenuate dopamine efflux in vivo, 55 to determine whether PKCβ activity 

supports enhanced DAT Val559 membrane diffusion. DAT Ala559 and DAT Val559 transfected 

cells were preincubated with 1 μM enzastaurin for 30 min prior to PMA treatment and QD labeling. 

Both DAT and DAT Val559 responded to PKCβ inhibition by reduced D1−3 and reduced 5 s 

displacements (Figure 3.3b, c). Similar results were obtained using SK-N-MC cells as well (Figure 

A.2). These findings indicate that PKCβ tone exists in our cell models that supports basal DAT 

Ala559 and DAT Val559 lateral mobility and that PMA can further enhance wild-type but not 

mutant DAT lateral mobility in a PKCβ-dependent manner. Our findings are also consistent with 

a model whereby the elevated PKCβ activity reported in DAT Val559 transfected cells leads to 

elevated DAT phosphorylation and increased lateral mobility,42 effects mimicked by treating DAT 

Ala559 expressing cells with PMA.  

DAT Val559 has been shown to exhibit elevated phosphorylation of multiple N-terminal 

Ser residues, which is essential for DAT Val559 ADE.50 We hypothesized that elevated Ser  
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Figure 3.4. Phosphomimetic YFP-DAT S/D exhibits faster membrane mobility than that of 

wild-type YFP-DAT in HEK-293 cells. (a,b) Representative trajectories collected over 60 s of 

QD-bound YFP-DAT WT and YFP-DAT S/D superimposed to cell membranes outlined by 

YFP (scale bar = 5 μm). (c,d) Images at 4× magnification of images in a and b, respectively. (e) 

Cumulative frequency distributions of diffusion coefficients (D1–3) of immobile QDs, YFP-

DAT WT, and YFP-DAT S/D (Kolmogorov–Smirnov 2-sample test, p< 0.0001). (f) Averaged 

mean square displacement (MSD) plots (mean ± S.E.M.) and a diffusion coefficient box plot 

(median, 25% and 75% interquantiles, one-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni’s multiple 

comparison test, ***p < 0.001) of trajectories analyzed for YFP-DAT WT and YFP-DAT S/D. 

(g) A 5 s displacement bar graph (mean ± S.E.M., unpaired Student’s t test, ***p < 0.001) and 

polar plots (outer radius limit = 2 μm) of single YFP-DAT WT (gray) and YFP-DAT S/D (blue). 

DAT-QD displacements are normalized to their spatial origin. N (trajectories) are provided in 

Table A.1. 
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phosphorylation of the DAT Val559 N-terminus might also be involved in the enhanced lateral 

mobility of this variant. To test this idea, we evaluated the impact of phosphomimetic mutations 

of the N-termimal Ser residues on lateral mobility using our antagonist-coupled QD approach. 

Here, Ser residues were mutated to Asp residues (S/D), which are negatively charged at pH 7, thus 

mimicking a phosphorylated state. We chose to use YFP-DAT  and YFP-DAT S/D available for 

purchase from Addgene (see Chapter 2) considering green and yellow fluorescent proteins (GFP 

and YFP) moieties have been reported to induce no adverse effects on DAT function.56,57 

Representative trajectories of QD-labeled YFP-DAT S/D demonstrate a greater area explored 

compared to QD-labeled YFP-DAT (Figure 3.4a−d). In Figure 3.4e, the cumulative probability 

distribution plot of D1−3 clearly demonstrates an increase in YFP-DAT S/D diffusion rate 

compared to that of YFP-DAT. Complementing the mobility of DAT Val559, YFP-DAT S/D has 

elevated D1−3 and 5 s displacements compared to those of YFP-DAT. Results using SK-N-MC are 

in agreement with these data (Figure A.3).  

 

3.2.3 A559V-Induced Ser53 Phosphorylation Increases Membrane DAT Mobility.  

In addition to the phosphorylation of N-terminal Ser residues, juxtamembrane DAT residue 

Thr53 (Ser53 in humans) accounts for a portion of basal DAT phosphorylation in transfected cells 

and in vivo.58 Phosphorylation of Thr53 has been reported to impact dopamine uptake and AMPH-

induced efflux,58 whereas spatiotemporal effects of Thr53 phosphorylation on DAT lateral 

mobility remain unexplored. Intriguingly, elevated DAT Thr53 phosphorylation is evident in DAT 

Val559 knock-in mice21 in concert with elevated DAT Val559 surface expression and ADE. Thus, 

we explored a possible contribution of Ser53 phosphorylation to DAT membrane mobility. Upon  
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Figure 3.5. S53 phosphorylation alters mobility of DAT and DAT Val559. (a) Schematic of 

DAT and positions of variants tested. The A559V site is highlighted in yellow; S53A is 

highlighted in blue, and S53A is highlighted in red. (b) Diffusion coefficient box plot (median, 

25% and 75% interquantiles, one-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni’s multiple comparison 

test, NS p > 0.05, **p < 0.01 ***p < 0.001) of trajectories analyzed for Ser53, Asp53, and 

Ala53 under DAT Ala559 and DAT Val559 backgrounds. (c) A 5 s displacement bar graph 

(mean ± S.E.M., unpaired Student's t test, NS p > 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001) of trajectories 

analyzed for Ser53, Asp53, and Ala53 under DAT Ala559 and DAT Val559 backgrounds. N 

(trajectories) are provided in Table A.1. 
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generating diffusion profiles for DAT Ala559 and DAT Val559 expressing phosphorylation-

occluded (S53A) and phosphomimetic (S53D) mutations, we observed a significant increase in 

D1−3 and 5 s displacements comparing DAT Ala559,Asp53 to DAT Ala559 populations, whereas 

DAT Val559,Asp53 exhibited no significant difference in D1−3 or 5 s displacements compared to 

those of DAT Val559 populations (Figure 3.5b, c).  

Additionally, we observed that the DAT Val559,Ala53 mutant exhibited lower D1−3 and 5 

s displacements compared to those of DAT Val559. Unexpectedly, the DAT Ala559,Ala53 mutant 

exhibited higher D1−3 and faster 5 s displacements than those of DAT Ala559, which may reflect 

a nonspecific impact of the Ala53 substitution on the membrane transporter diffusion. Nonetheless, 

occluding Ser53 phosphorylation in DAT Val559 with the Ala53 substitution resulted in diffusion 

coefficients comparable to those of DAT Ala559, consistent with a model where elevated 

phosphorylation at Ser53 in DAT Val559 is essential to the mutant’s increased lateral mobility. 

Given that phosphorylation at distal N-terminal Ser residues as well as at Ser53 appears required 

for increased lateral mobility of DAT Val559, we suggest that these sites may “communicate” with 

each other through either transmitted conformational changes in the N-terminus or through 

changes in protein associations that impact transporter lateral mobility. In this regard, a number of 

DAT-associated proteins interact with the N-terminus including D2Rs, syntaxin 1A, and kappa 

opioid receptors.49,59,60 Future studies of DAT Val559 lateral mobility should explore contributions 

of disrupted associations of one or more of these proteins.  

 

3.2.4 DAT Val559 Exhibits Reduced Clustering at the Apical Surface of HEK-293 Cells.  

Several groups demonstrated that DAT undergoes oligomerization via various biochemical 
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and optical approaches.61−65 A more recent superresolution microscopy study demonstrated that 

DAT proteins are organized into functional, cholesterol-dependent nanodomains in both 

transfected CAD cells and dopamine neurons.66 Moreover, transmembrane domain 12 (TM12), 

where the Ala559Val mutation is located, has been suggested to support dimer formation in DAT 

via in silico experiments as well as SERT proteins via in vitro and in silico studies.67−69 To explore 

the possibility of the Ala559Val mutation altering DAT clustering, we evaluated DAT Val559 

clustering at the apical surface of HEK-293 cells by widefield epifluorescence microscopy. 

Consistent with our tracking experiments, we treated cells expressing DAT Ala559 and DAT 

Val559 with 100 nM IDT444 and <0.1 nM QD. Briefly, we analyzed clusters by an in-house-

developed intensity-based algorithm (see Chapter 2, Figure 3.6a) where integrated density (ID) 

values were obtained by integrating PSF from acquired images (Figure 6b, c). Higher ID values 

indicate the presence of clustered DAT-QDs (Figure 3.6c). For the best visualization of clusters, 

TALM reconstructed maps are provided (Figure 3.7a) for both DAT Ala559 and DAT Val559. 

We fit ID distributions with a lognormal function and used quantile-quantile (Q-Q) plots to 

compare ID values that fall outside of the fit with a 99% confidence value. DAT Ala559 ID values 

clearly indicate a distinct population of density values that fall outside the lognormal fit in the 

cluster regime, unlike DAT Val559 ID values that deviate less from the reference line (Figure 

3.7b). These findings indicate that, in addition to an increase in lateral mobility, DAT Val559 

proteins appear to cluster less on the apical surface of HEK-293 cells with other labeled 

transporters. These changes may preclude interactions with other DAT regulators that support 

normal dopamine influx/efflux bias and proper regulation of the transporter by cell signaling 

mechanisms. Notably, studies in the literature are mixed with respect to whether cocaine impacts 

multimer formation with differences possibly related to expression systems, levels of DAT  
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expressed, and methods for multimer capture.63,64,70−72 Although we used low concentrations of 

IDT444-conjugated QDs to afford labeling of a small number of targets, additional studies are 

needed to know whether the binding of probes to these transporters has effects on multimer 

formation probability on its own. Studies using TIRF approaches with GFP-tagged transporters in 

the presence and absence of IDT444 present one possible route to explore this possibility.73  

In the model suggesting that alterations in cholesterol may indirectly influence DAT 

Val559 engagement in multi-transporter clusters, conformational changes and/or steric clashes that 

DAT Val559 imparts on TM12 may shift the equilibrium from a stabilized clustered state in  

Figure 3.6. Intensity-based widefield imaging analysis reveals clusters at the apical cell surface. 

(a) Cartoon outlining the experimental widefield focal plane (orange) and DAT-QD (red) 

localization. (b) Representative montage of widefield epifluorescence micrographs of two 

DAT-QD PSFs interacting over a period of 5 s. (c) 3D surface plots of representative PSFs for 

single DAT-QDs and DAT-QD clusters. 
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membrane rafts toward a more mobile, efflux-prone dissociated state. This would agree with the 

idea explored by Sitte and Freissmuth in which oligomerization acts as an important factor in 

reverse dopamine transport.74 Such modification in the DAT membrane lipid environment could 

affect the efficacy of DAT regulation by endogenous G protein coupled receptors, such as D2R, 

that result in dysfunctional DAT Val559 phenotypes. Another component that could be affecting 

DAT clustering is phosphatidylinositol 4,5-biphosphate (PIP2) interaction with the N-terminus of 

Val559. Interestingly, an unphosphorylated DAT N-terminus interacts with PIP2 in silico,75 which 

Figure 3.7. DAT Val559 has a lower propensity to reside in clusters at the apical surface 

of HEK-293 cells. (a) TALM reconstructions of DAT Ala559-QD and DAT Val559-

QD PSFs from 1000-frame time series (scale bars = 2 μm). Q-Q plots (99% confidence 

intervals, black) of background-subtracted integrated intensity values for DAT Ala559 

and DAT Val559. Upper and lower percentiles are calculated with a 99% confidence. 

NA559 = 1871, NV559 = 1864, 26 cells analyzed. 
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the Galli group reported enables consequent AMPH-induced efflux.76 The possibility of impaired 

efflux as a result of Val559 mistargeting PIP2 pools cannot be easily reconciled with the 

observation of PIP2 electrostatic interaction with the N-terminus being necessary for AMPH-

induced efflux.76 However, considering the phosphorylation status of DAT is important in PIP2 

binding and direct PIP2 binding has been shown to facilitate membrane oligomerization of SERT,73 

we cannot exclude the possibility of impaired interaction between the DAT Val559 and PIP2. 

 

3.3 Conclusions 

Neuropsychiatric disease-derived DAT missense mutations demonstrate both trafficking-

dependent and -independent DAT modes of transporter dysfunction, reinforcing perturbed 

synaptic dopamine homeostasis as a risk determinant for neuropsychiatric disease. Although the 

underlying molecular mechanisms of DAT dysregulation in neuropsychiatric disorders remain to 

be fully elucidated, recent evidence suggests that disrupted DAT membrane microdomain 

compartmentalization is potentially a common culprit of DAT-mediated dopamine pathology.26,77 

Previously, we demonstrated that the ADHD-associated DAT coding Cys615 demonstrates 

alterations in membrane lateral mobility. Here, we provide the first single molecule tracking 

evidence for the DAT Val559 variant, a mutation found in subjects with ADHD, ASD, and BPD. 

Like DAT Cys615, DAT Val559 is more mobile compared to DAT under basal conditions. 

Longstanding evidence indicating that PKC mediates N-terminal phosphorylation of DAT at Ser 

and Thr residues,5 and our observation of the DAT Val559 variant exhibiting altered diffusion 

rates, led us to perform pharmacological investigation of requirements for PKC-mediated 

phosphorylation. We demonstrate that DAT Val559 mobility is unresponsive to PKC activation 
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but is attenuated by a potent and selective PKCβ inhibitor. Furthermore, DAT phosphomimicked 

at distal serine residues is more mobile, supporting N-terminal phosphorylation as one determinant 

of DAT membrane diffusion. Adding to the growing appreciation of the role of Ser/Thr53 

phosphorylation in DAT function, we provide evidence that phosphorylation at this site mobilizes 

DAT for increased lateral diffusion, effects (phosphorylation and mobilization) instituted 

constitutively in the DAT Val559 variant. We report here the first experimental evidence of 

reduced DAT Val559 clustering related to aberrant membrane mobility.  

Several groups have reported PKC modulation of DAT endocytic trafficking observed in 

heterologous cells to be absent in cultured midbrain neurons.24,78−80 In contrast, Gabriel et al. 

recently reported PKC-mediated action on DAT trafficking observed intact striatal slices.23 It is 

possible that some of this discrepancy may derive from culture versus slice approaches or the study 

of circuits that differentially support regulated DAT trafficking. For instance, Gowrishankar et al. 

found in studies of acute brain slices that D2R-dependent DAT trafficking occurs in dorsal but not 

ventral striatum.21 Currently, the degree to which Val559 variant proteins diffuse and cluster in 

vivo is unknown, though this is a goal for our efforts moving forward.  

As the ADHD-associated DAT Cys615 variant also demonstrates increased lateral 

mobility,26 disrupted membrane localization may be a common attribute of disease-associated 

changes in neurotransmitter transporter availability and/or function. Beyond this more general 

conclusion, our results reveal previously unreported perturbations of the DAT Val559 variant 

membrane dynamics implicating PKCβ activation as an important determinant of transporter 

lateral mobility. Future studies are needed to dissect whether altered DAT Val559 membrane 

dynamics are a consequence of disrupted interactions between membrane domains enriched with 

cholesterol and/or PIP2. Resolution of this question may lead to new opportunities for 
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neuropsychiatric disease intervention. 
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CHAPTER IV 

LIGAND-CONJUGATED QUANTUM DOTS FOR FAST SUB-DIFFRACTION 

PROTEIN TRACKING IN ACUTE BRAIN SLICES 

Reprinted with permission of Thal, L.B., Mann, V.R., Sprinzen, D., McBride, J.R., Reid, K.R., 

Tomlinson, I.D., McMahon, D.G., Cohen, B.E., and Rosenthal S.J., Ligand-conjugated quantum 

dots for fast sub-diffraction protein tracking in acute brain slices, Biomater Sci. 2020, 8, 837-845, 

Copyright 2020. Royal Chemical Society.  

 

4.1 Introduction 

Fluorescence microscopy has long served as a cornerstone technique in biology for 

addressing many of the fundamental processes of life. Consequent to the dynamic nature of 

biomolecules, single molecule imaging approaches have been developed to achieve finer 

spatiotemporal resolution sufficient for dynamic molecular imaging in live cells.1,2 Single particle 

tracking (SPT) has been used to investigate protein localization and dynamics in mammalian cells 

and established the basis of protein dynamics such as membrane protein trafficking and clustering 

in detail.3–5 Neuronal membrane protein membrane dynamics have been investigated by SPT 

image analysis, proteins such as glycine,5 GABA, and glutamate-gated receptors,6–9 as well as 

epidermal growth factor receptors,10–12 and G-protein coupled receptors.13 SPT approaches like 

these require bright probes such as semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) to achieve the high signal-

to-background ratios (SBRs) needed to track individual proteins. In 2002, ligand-conjugated QDs 

were introduced as probes in order to specifically label serotonin transporters (SERT).14 Ligand 

conjugation of QDs have since been adapted to image single SERT and dopamine transporter 
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(DAT) proteins, finding alterations in diffusion patterns associated with neuropsychiatric 

diseases.15–21  

Many single molecule imaging studies rely on heterologous expression systems and 

cultured neurons, systems in which large SBRs arise from having imaging planes close to the glass 

substrate. In acute brain slices and other physiologically relevant environments, single molecule 

imaging has remained challenging and is a necessary next step to link mammalian physiology to 

protein dynamics. A key challenge is the development of specific, bright, and stable probes that 

can be imaged deep in tissue at millisecond SPT frame rates. While some organic fluorophores 

and fluorescent proteins exhibit high fluorescence quantum yields, the high excitation powers 

needed for SPT have been shown to cause significant photodamage to cells and the probes 

themselves.22–24 QDs may be tracked at lower fluences because of their large absorption cross-

sections, which lead to enhanced emission, reduced photobleaching, and lower phototoxicity 

compared to conventional probes.25 

While various tissues have been imaged with QD labeling for ensemble analysis,26–28 few 

examples of QD tracking in brain tissue have been reported, leaving native 3D neuronal 

architectures largely unexplored.29–31 In this study, we provide a structural and photophysical basis 

for the importance of shell geometry of high quality CdSe/CdS QDs in single molecule imaging 

deep in living brain slices. These pseudo type II core/shell structures have been reported to have 

enhanced photon output,32 stability in common aqueous buffer, as well as much smaller 

hydrodynamic diameters compared to streptavidin-coated QDs frequently used in SPT 

experiments (Figure B.1).24,33 In the interest of transitioning single particle studies from in vitro to 

ex vivo platforms, we demonstrate here that these nanoparticles (i) maintain their photostability in 

oxygenated brain slice media (i.e., artificial cerebrospinal fluid, aCSF) and (ii) show significantly 
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great stability and less blinking than the widely-used QD655 probes (ThermoFisher) via a detailed 

ensemble and single particle investigation. Using energy-dispersive X-ray (EDS) chemical 

mapping, we show that thick, symmetric CdS shells are required for prolonged photostability in 

brain slice media. We substantiate our motivation for this study by successful subcellular 

localization imaging of dopamine transporters and SPT experiments of these probes in acute brain 

slices (20 nm localization precision, 10 Hz frame rates) using a conventional spinning-disk 

confocal microscope. To address commonly available QDs falling short of meeting the 

photophysical criteria for SPT of membrane proteins in oxygenated brain slice media, we introduce 

the blueprint of critical considerations in probe design. This study paves the way to development 

of probes for long-term monitoring of targeted protein dynamics in their native environments and 

sets the course for direct observation of these dynamics deep in the brain tissue of neuropsychiatric 

disease models. 

 

4.2 Results and Discussion 

 

4.2.1 Chemically Mapping Structural Differences in Core/Shell Aqueous Probes  

The fluorescence efficiency and stability of a QD is exceedingly dependent on how well 

the shell passivates the core surface. Proper passivation relies on the degree of lattice mismatch, 

surface coverage, as well as by how many layers of shell are grown.34 Although a thin shell can 

significantly enhance the QD fluorescence, these particles are far from robust and will photobleach 

rapidly in all but the most benign environments.35 Conversely, too thick of a shell, as in those for 

‘giant’ shelled quantum dots, leads to significant charge state emission that caps the ensemble  
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fluorescence to a maximum of roughly 50%.35–38 Ou Chen demonstrated that ∼8 monolayers of a 

uniform CdS shell leads to a balance of high quantum yield and improved stability.32 Ultimately, 

in a chemically and physically challenging environment where a minimum QD hydrodynamic 

radius is desired, the amount and location of shell is critical for long-term performance. The 

clearest way to observe shell coverage is through STEM-EDS imaging.37,39 Figure 4.1 shows 

Figure 4.1. Elemental characterization of CdSe/CdS QD architectures. Combined Cd (red), Se 

(green), and S (blue) elemental maps of (a) symmetrically shelled QDs and (b) QD655s show 

core/shell structures. Linescans of the elemental maps (white arrows) Se distribution relative to 

Cd and S in both (c) symmetrically shelled QDs and (d) QD655s. 
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STEM-EDS maps of the QDs engineered for brain slice imaging and QD655s (HRTEM images 

also provided in Figure B.2). While both exhibit thick CdS shells, the QD655s dissimilar to our 

symmetrically shelled QDs show preferential shell growth along the c-axis leading to asymmetric 

shell coverage, as evident in the line scan (Figures 4.1c, d and B.3–B.5). The close proximity of 

the core to the surface likely enhances electron and hole overlap with trap sites that form during 

illumination. Notably, the native ligands on both types of QDs are encapsulated with an 

amphiphilic polymer which enables water solubility, while maintaining a similar particle size and 

colloidal stability (Figure B.6). Although ligand shells are needed for solution stability and 

chemical functionality, long term photostability relies on inorganic shell passivation. It is also 

worth noting that although these QD655s are quoted as having a ZnS shell, only trace amounts of 

Zn signal were detected for this particular batch (Figures B.7 and B.8).40 

 

4.2.2 Ensemble Photophysical Investigation  

In order to compare the photostability of both these QD constructs in brain slice media, we 

performed time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) measurements on dilute concentrations of 

each QD type suspended in both 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid (HEPES) 

buffer and oxygenated cerebrospinal fluid. We note that HEPES is a commonly used buffer for 

storing QDs as well as for coupling techniques such as diimide/N-hydroxysuccinimide (e.g. 

EDC/NHS), making it a useful control. The samples were excited at low fluences (∼1 µJ cm−2). 

At these low fluences, we expect the majority of photo-excited QDs to contain a single electron–

hole pair.39 Interestingly, the symmetrically shelled QDs displayed similar lifetimes in both 

HEPES and oxygenated cerebrospinal fluid (τavg ∼46.0 ± 0.2 ns), indicating that the QDs retain  
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their photostability on exchange in the brain slice media (Figure 4.2a). In comparison, the lifetime 

of QD655s was notably shortened upon exchange into the brain slice media (τavg = 27.0 ± 0.2 ns 

in HEPES, τavg = 22.0 ± 0.1 ns in oxygenated cerebrospinal fluid) (Table B.1), suggesting 

symmetric shells are required to suppress O2-mediated quenching.  

To examine whether this apparent quenching is due to spectral-shifting processes such as 

etching or aggregation, UV-visible and PL spectroscopy in various buffers were performed. 

Interestingly, the differences observed in PL lifetimes of the commercial QD655s are not observed 

in the absorbance and photoluminescence spectra (Figure 4.2b,c). Considering oxygenated 

environments have been shown in general to quench the photoluminescence of QDs by creating 

defects at the nanocrystal surface that introduce nonradiative recombination centers, a process that 

is accelerated under high flux,41–43 it is likely that O2-rich media further quenches QD655s. In 

combination with our structural results that the cores of the QD655 probes are asymmetrically 

passivated (Figure 4.1b), these findings support the possibility of the cores being vulnerable to 

their environment. More generally, our results emphasize the need to investigate 

photoluminescence lifetimes of probes in their intended environments (e.g. oxygenated tissue 

media) during development and optimization.  

 

4.2.3 Single QD Analysis in Biological Media  

Figure 4.2. Ensemble photophysical profiles of symmetrically shelled (symm-shelled) 

CdSe/CdS QDs and QD655s in HEPES buffer or oxygenated cerebrospinal fluid (aCSF). (a) 

Transient PL dynamics of symm-shelled QDs and QD655s in HEPES and oxygenated aCSF. 

Absorbance (dotted) and emission (solid) spectra of (b) symm-shelled QDs and (c) QD655s in 

HEPES and oxygenated aCSF. 
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Further photophysical differences between QDs systems were measured using single-

molecule imaging modalities. We first set out to test whether QD blinking is altered in brain slice 

media. Using a spinning-disk confocal microscope system (100 ms exposure time at 51 W cm−2), 

PL intensity traces of single QDs incubated in oxygenated cerebrospinal fluid were compared to 

QDs incubated in HEPES as a negative control. Representative PL intensity time traces (Figure 

4.3a) of the two QD types in both HEPES and oxygenated cerebrospinal fluid show QD classic PL 

fluctuations between high (ON) and low (OFF) emission intensity values. Binarization of the 

intensity traces by assigning time bins with intensity above 6σ of the background level (Figure 

4.3b) clearly reveals strong blinking suppression of the symmetrically shelled QDs in both HEPES 

and cerebrospinal fluid. Furthermore, distributions in ON-fractions—the fraction of time a QD 

spends in the emissive state over the course of the experiment—display no significant difference 

between symmetrically shelled QD populations (Figure 4.3c) diluted in HEPES (ON-fraction = 

0.87 ± 0.03) and oxygenated cerebrospinal fluid (ON-fraction = 0.89 ± 0.02). In contrast, QD655s 

are characterized by strong blinking with low ON-times in HEPES (ON-fraction = 0.27 ± 0.02) 

and even lower ON-times (ON-fraction = 0.16 ± 0.03) were observed for QDs in oxygenated 

cerebrospinal fluid (see Appendix B for statistics using data analysis with bootstrap-coupled 

estimation,45 Figure B.9 and Table B.2). These low ON-times can also be attributed to incomplete 

passivation of the CdSe core in QD655s, resulting in greater overlap of excited charge carriers 

with the nanocrystal surface where they can become trapped and render the particles non-

emissive.46–49 CdSe/CdS heterostructures display type II exciton behavior, in which holes are 

confined to the CdSe core whereas electrons may reside in core or CdS shell. The presence of thin 

CdS shell domains then opens the possibility of O2 quenching of electrons that venture to the QD 

surface.50–52 Exposure of the poorly passivated QDs on exchange in oxygenated cerebrospinal fluid  
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additionally increases the number of available trap sites and further enhances blinking, 

concomitant with the shortening of the PL lifetimes observed for QD655s in ensemble.  

To further investigate the photophysical properties of the two QD types under imaging 

conditions in brain slices, we examined the photobleaching behavior of the samples over 30 

minutes under continuous photo-illumination. Using the same microscope and imaging parameters 

as the blinking analysis but increasing the bin time from 100 ms to 1 s, we compared the intensity 

traces of single QDs incubated in oxygenated cerebrospinal fluid versus control HEPES buffer. 

For the symmetrically shelled QDs, the majority of particles remain emissive (Figure 4.3d) in both 

HEPES (80%) and oxygenated cerebrospinal fluid (78%) over the course of 30 minutes, whereas 

nearly all QD655 particles completely photobleach during the first ∼8 minutes of the experiment. 

Intriguingly, a small fraction (<5%) of QD655s remain luminescent in oxygenated cerebrospinal 

fluid, but completely bleach in HEPES, exhibiting no additional decline over the measured time. 

A similar effect has been observed in studies of O2
 sensing53 and highlights the possibility that a 

small fraction of QDs are sufficiently passivated. Nonetheless, the degrees of depreciation in ON-

fractions and photostability are pronounced in QD655 populations, which imposes major 

experimental limitations for single particle brain slice imaging. Taken together, the blinking and 

photobleaching studies suggest our symmetrically shelled QDs should provide superior photon 

Figure 4.3. Time series and blinking behavior of single QDs. (a) Representative intensity 

trajectories for symmetrically shelled (symm-shelled) QDs and QD655s in both HEPES and 

oxygenated artificial cerebrospinal fluid (aCSF). (b) Subsets of blinking dynamics for symm-

shelled QDs and QD655s in HEPES and aCSF. A total of 6 particles per condition were 

populated to display blinking behavior. Colors represent times that the particle was in the ON 

state. (c) Comparison of ON fraction populations under each condition (N ≥ 40 QDs). (d) 

Comparison of photobleaching profiles for symm-shelled QDs vs. QD655s under each 

condition (N > 40 QDs). 
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output under brain slice imaging conditions and should enable the capture of membrane diffusion 

dynamics of neuronal proteins with higher fidelity over extended periods of time compared to 

QD655s.  

 

4.2.4 Imaging Ligand-conjugated SPT Probes in Acute Brain Slices  

Acute brain slices are prepared such that slices undergo little change in physiological 

conditions (e.g. pH, oxygen concentration, glucose levels) from the time of dissection to image 

acquisition at the microscope (Figure 4.4a). During this time prior to mounting samples to the 

microscope stage, specimens are incubated with QDs diluted in oxygenated cerebrospinal fluid, 

allowing for fluorophores to reach depths of interest. Taking into account the ensemble and single 

particle characterizations included in this study, we propose the use of QDs with the symmetrically 

shelled composition reported here will greatly facilitate practical single target imaging in living 

brain tissue. Since the onset of any environmental effects on QD655s occurs at the exchange into 

oxygenated cerebrospinal fluid, we expect fluorescence to diminish mostly by the time of brain 

slice incubation (Figure 4.4b). Thus, imaging QDs in acute brain slices is dependent on the fate of 

emission efficiency in cerebrospinal fluid. 

Using a simple spinning-disk confocal microscope and a dedicated 405 nm continuous-

wave excitation source, we observed the symmetrically shelled QDs are detectable 50 μm deep in 

a brain slice (Figure 4.5). Prior to imaging, these QDs were PEGylated and conjugated with 

IDT725 (Figure 4.5a), which is furnished with a terminal cocaine analog previously used to label 

DAT proteins.54 Accordingly, imaging was performed on striatal regions known to be rich in 

available DAT proteins. To show QD localization with SBRs suitable for tracking experiments  
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Figure 4.4. (a) Acute brain slice imaging with CdSe/CdS QDs. Mouse brain slices (1–5 300 μm 

slices) are cut by vibratome and incubated with ligand-conjugated QDs prior to imaging. (b) 

Schemes outlining buffer exchange of QDs (drawn to scale) into brain slice media (oxygenated 

artificial cerebrospinal fluid, aCSF) for symmetrically shelled QDs and commercial QD655s. 

The schemes illustrate comparison of symmetrically shelled QD and QD655 performance in 

oxygenated aCSF and their photoluminescence fate in tissue specimens. The auras surrounding 

QD structures illustrate relative photoluminescence and the fate of diminished performance of 

QD655 in slice media. Whole brain slice representations are provided by the Allen Institute.44 
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(Figure 4.5b), 25 images (255,025 μm2) of the QDs dispersed in a striatal slice were stitched 

together with a 100 ms exposure time for each image acquired (Figure 4.5c). Studies that include 

brain slice imaging typically outline network morphology by using genetic expression of 

fluorescent proteins, which only display a small fraction of neurons.55,56 To illuminate the whole 

slice, a lipophilic stain was used to outline the complex morphologies of a native neuronal 

architecture. Figure 4.5d shows that the QDs can be detected along axonal regions of neurons as 

well as regions that lie just outside of focal plane (Figure 4.5d,e). Excitingly, time series on the 

order of minutes were acquired such that we could generate high quality trajectories of QDs along 

a neuron at focal planes reaching 50 μm into brain tissue (Figure 4.5f). The localization map 

provides detailed hot spots where the QDs show extended residence times during the course of the 

tracking experiment (Figure 4.5g). A challenge to overcome in these experiments is washing 

unbound QDs from the slice. To circumvent this, QD diffusion patterns were characterized in 

accordance to the physical nature (Figure 4.5h), whereby immobilized and unbound diffusion 

patterns are filtered from trajectory sets with anomalous diffusion characteristic of QDs 

specifically bound to the respective target. 

Figure 4.5. Detection and tracking analysis of QD probes in acute brain slices. (a) Structure of 

symmetrically shelled (symm-shelled) QD-IDT725 conjugate (not to scale). (b) Surface plot of 

a QD point spread function imaged 50 μm into a live brain slice. (c) Stitched image of symm-

shelled QD conjugates dispersed in a brain tissue (scale bar = 50 μm). (d and e) 10× 

magnification of various regions captured in the stitched image in panel c (scale bar = 5 μm). 

(f) QD trajectory with non-Brownian diffusion dynamics along a neuron 50 μm into the slice 

(scale bar = 2 μm). (g) Localization map of the QD trajectory in panel e (scale bar = 2 μm). (h) 

Representative trajectories displaying diffusion of immobilized (black), neuron-bound (blue), 

and unbound (magenta) symm-shelled QD conjugates (scale bar = 2 μm). All images and 

tracking data were collected in striatal brain slices incubating in oxygenated aCSF. Lipophilic 

CellMask stain was used to outline the cell morphology. 
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Given the photostability and photon output requirements of SPT analysis, QD655s have 

been used in the few examples of SPT in acute brain slices reported, rather than organic or protein-

based fluorophores.29,30 For example, antibody-conjugated QD655s have been successful in 

imaging organotypic slices at depth with multi-photon imaging,29 although organotypic slices do 

not require oxygenated cerebrospinal fluid. One example of SPT in acute brain slices incubated in 

oxygenated cerebrospinal fluid show successful detection of QD655s, but trajectories generated in 

these studies are limited to under 30 seconds.30 The limited number of reports is likely a result of 

the difficulty in overcoming the O2-dependent instability of conventional QDs. Since more than 

80% of the QDs are photobleached 10 minutes after exchange into brain slice media (Figure 4.3), 

and a subpopulation (∼8%) of QDs are expected to be non-emissive prior to excitation,34 the 

possibility of crowding the tissue sample with undetectable QDs should be of concern. In this 

regard, the images (Figure 4.5) display QD dispersal that accurately represents the concentration 

of QDs used in our imaging experiments. 

It is important to consider that Cd-containing QDs can induce dose-dependent 

cytotoxicity.57 The QDs in this study are passivated with oleic acid and encapsulated within a 

PEGylated amphiphilic polymer layer, which forms a low dielectric layer that limits escape of 

metal ions.33 Toxicology studies have shown that addition of PEG compounds to QD surfaces 

significantly reduces cytotoxicity effects.58–60 Our labeling concentration is far below 

concentrations that induce any considerable cytotoxicity seen for PEGylated CdSe/CdS QDs in ex 

vivo slices,60 and we observe no apparent toxicity on live slices based on neuronal function. 

Additional experiments are needed to determine precise toxicity levels for our symmetrically 

shelled QDs. 
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4.3 Conclusions  

This work introduced QD probes tailored for dynamic imaging of protein targets in native 

brain tissue. With ensemble and single-particle analysis, we compared QD performances in 

oxygenated brain slice media. Our findings show commercially available QDs are prone to fouling 

due to asymmetric shell coverage. On the other hand, our thick symmetrically shelled QDs feature 

superior photon output that is resilient to oxygenated cerebrospinal fluid. We conclude that not 

just shell thickness, but geometry of QD shells impact performance in physiologically relevant 

environments. Moreover, the effects of these architectural differences are silent in classic UV-

visible/PL analysis. The considerations we reported here can be applied to all QD imaging 

platforms that involve chemically challenging systems. With our ligand-conjugated QD constructs, 

we also show that neuronal proteins can be imaged at the nanoscale for long time periods in live 

brain tissue. This is the critical step forward for future pursuits investigating molecular 

underpinnings of neurological diseases. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

 

5.1 Concluding Remarks 

In this work, the advantage of teasing apart physical properties at the single molecule level, 

whether it be of a protein target or a nanoparticle, was demonstrated by implementing a set of 

experiments at the microscope. I first discussed how a ligand-conjugated QD labeling approach 

led us to monitor single particle membrane dynamics of dysfunctional DAT mutant derived from 

subjects diagnosed with ADHD, autism, and bipolar disorder (Chapter 3). This work established a 

biophysical profile of the protein variant using a comprehensive examination of diffusion rates and 

clustering propensity. Furthermore, by providing experimental results that employed 

pharmacological tools and amino acid substitutions, this study demonstrated alterations in DAT 

membrane mobility are dependent on a PKCβ-mediated phosphorylation pathway. These findings 

suggest the possibility of a case where the disease-associated mutants mistargets membrane 

domains on a kinase-dependent basis, ultimately disrupting the protein function.  

Chapter 4 addressed the need for single molecule imaging in physiologically relevant 

specimens. In this case, the critical next step to further examine DAT dynamics at the single 

molecule level and determine the pathological role of DAT mobility is by imaging in intact brain 

tissue. Imaging at the high spatiotemporal resolution needed in single particle analysis demands 

probes specifically designed for the chemically and physically challenging environment of brain 

tissue. In this work, I discovered that not only composition and thickness, but also geometry of the 

QD heterostructure is a critical property to control when designing probes intended for imaging in 
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neurophysiological environments. Using single particle analysis, I showed that a symmetric shell 

around the QD core is required for prolonged photophysical integrity in cerebrospinal fluid, 

properties that are silent in conventional ensemble experiments. Importantly, the cerebrospinal 

fluid required to preserve the health brain tissue is rich in O2. The results in this chapter suggest 

that the most widely used commercially available QDs fail in cerebrospinal fluid because the 

inadequate, asymmetric shelling, which in turn evokes O2-mediated quenching of the vulnerable 

QD core. Finally, this work demonstrated that symmetrically shelled QD can be detected deep in 

living brain slices for prolonged time periods at the single particle level. 

This multimethod approach also provides an experimental framework for probe 

development, allowing researchers to characterize photophysical nature before progressing to 

animal models. Reliance on conventional methods and ensemble averaging has the potential to 

overlook properties necessary to produce significant findings. My dissertation emphasizes the need 

for investigation using single particle regimes based on fully defined probes to generate accuracy 

and precision in optical imaging. Through the combination of innovative QD architecture and 

single particle tracking, my work establishes techniques that could open doors for experiments that 

directly link neuronal protein mobility to the behavior of neuropsychiatric disease models.  

 

5.2 Future Directions 

 

5.2.1 Interplay Between DAT and Membrane Binding Partners 

 Exploring the interactions between DAT and other membrane binding proteins presents an 

ideal area for further research. It would be particularly advantageous to tease apart the interactions 
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of presynaptic D2 autoreceptors (D2R) and DAT. The sparse publications pertaining to their 

physical interactions are limited to little more than classic immunoblot and crosslinking data.1 

Perhaps the transient membrane dynamics influenced by cholesterol- or PIP2-enriched membrane 

domains play an important role in intrinsic functions of the two proteins. Since transient DAT and 

membrane partner dynamics could be a critical missing piece, designing a two-color single particle 

imaging experiment is the logical next step. One important aspect of the approach is that two 

different orthogonal conjugation strategies will be required for a successful characterization. The 

Rosenthal group’s recently developed biotinylated ligand would be ideal in this experiment, 

especially if used in combination with the symmetrically shelled QDs introduced in Chapter 4.2 

These amine-functionalized QDs could easily undergo EDC/NHS coupling to a carboxylic acid-

terminated ligand. Once the two-color tracking protocol is established, studies could then be 

extended to other known membrane partners in the DAT interactome (e.g. syntaxin 1A, and kappa 

opioid receptors).3,4 

 

5.2.2 Linking Endogenous DAT Membrane Dynamics to Animal Model Pathology  

 Tracking the membrane dynamics of endogenously expressed DAT undissociated from its 

native neuronal environment is the next step to investigating its underpinnings in pathological 

behavior. To accomplish this, DAT specificity of the QD probe must be verified, which may 

require more sophisticated characterization given that (i) the 3D neuronal architecture is vastly 

different (chemically and physically) from transfected monolayer cell cultures and (ii) the 

difficulty in sufficiently washing unbound and non-specifically bound QDs from tissue. One 

possible approach entails obtaining an enrichment factor, which is the ratio of bound QDs on 
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fluorescent-protein-fused DAT expressing neurons to unbound QDs – similar to an SNR.5 Indeed, 

one must also verify that the conjugate is intact prior to labeling. Appendix E details a useful 

characterization technique to verify intact QD conjugates that utilizes surface enhanced Raman 

spectroscopy. Another possible tool in establishing specificity relies on the categorization of 

discrete QD trajectory diffusion patterns. Once verified, animal behavioral analysis can be directly 

correlated with DAT membrane dynamics determined after dissection. Confirmation would add 

DAT surface trafficking as a key determinant of neurological health and neuropsychiatric disease.  
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APPENDIX A 

SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER III: SINGLE QUANTUM DOT 

IMAGING REVEALS PKCβ-DEPENDENT ALTERATIONS IN MEMBRANE 

DIFFUSION AND CLUSTERING OF AN ATTENTION-DEFICIT HYPERACTIVITY 

DISORDER/AUTISM/BIPOLAR DISORDER-ASSOCIATED DOPAMINE 

TRANSPORTER VARIANT 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  N (trajectories) 

  HEK293 SK-N-MC 

hDAT Basal 464 411 

 +PMA 243 646 

 +Enz 305 211 

hDAT A559V Basal 378 936 

 +PMA 391 515 

 +Enz 392 266 

YFPDAT  465 513 

YFPDAT S/D  411 678 

hDAT S53A  438 - 

hDAT S53D  414 - 

hDAT A559V S53A  766 - 
hDAT A559V S53D  723 - 

 

Table A.1. N for each population of trajectories analyzed in both HEK-293 and SK-NMC Cells. 
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Figure A.1. DAT Val559 exhibits faster mobility compared to wild-type DAT transiently 

expressed in SK-N-MC cells. a,b) Representative trajectories collected over 60 s of QD-bound 

DAT and DAT Val559 superimposed to the IDT307 channel  (scale bar = 5 μm). c,d) Images at 

4x magnification of images in a and b respectively. e) Cumulative frequency distributions of 

diffusion coefficients (D1-3) of immobile QDs, DAT Ala559, and DAT Val559. f) Averaged mean 

square displacement MSD plots (mean ± S.E.M.) and diffusion coefficient box plots (median, 25% 

and 75% interquartiles, one-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni’s multiple comparison test, 

***p<0.001, ####p<0.001 comparing data sets to immobilized QDs as control) of trajectories 

analyzed for DAT Ala559 and DAT Val559. g) 5-second displacement bar graph (mean ± S.E.M., 

unpaired Student’s t-test, ***p<0.001) and polar plots (outer radius limit = 2 µm) of single DAT 

Ala559 (gray) and DAT Val559 (blue). DAT displacements are normalized to their spatial origin. 

N (trajectories) are provided in Table A.1. 
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Figure A.2. DAT Val559 diffusion is unresponsive to protein kinase C (PKC) activation and 

attenuated by PKCβ inhibition in SK-N-MC cells. a) Schematic of DAT with PKC activation by 

PMA highlighted in blue and PKCβ inhibition by enzastaurin (Enz) highlighted in red. The dashed 

line denotes the general region of phosphorylation mediated by PKC activation. b) Diffusion 

coefficient box plot (median, 25% and 75% interquantiles, one-way ANOVA followed by 

Bonferroni’s multiple comparison test, ***p<0.001) of trajectories analyzed for DAT Ala559 and 

DAT Val559 under basal, stimulated (+PMA) conditions, and inhibited (+Enz) conditions.  c) 5-

second displacement bar graph (mean ± S.E.M., unpaired Student’s t-test, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001) 

of trajectories analyzed for DAT Ala559 and DAT Val559 under basal, stimulated (+PMA), and 

inhibited (+Enz) conditions. N (trajectories) are provided in Table A.1.  
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Figure A.3. Phosphomimetic YFP-DAT S/D exhibits faster membrane mobility than wild-type 

YFP-DAT in SK-N-MC cells. a,b) Representative trajectories collected over 60 s of QD-bound 

YFP-DAT WT and YFP-DAT S/D superimposed to cell membranes outlined by YFP (scale bar = 

5 μm). c,d) Images at 4x magnification of images in a and b respectively. e) Cumulative frequency 

distributions of diffusion coefficients (D1-3) of immobile QDs, YFP-DAT WT, and YFP-DAT S/D. 

f) Averaged mean square displacement MSD plots (mean ± S.E.M.) and a diffusion coefficient 

box plot (median, 25% and 75% interquantiles, one-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni’s 

multiple comparison test,***p<0.001) of trajectories analyzed for YFP-DAT WT and YFP-DAT 

S/D. g) 5-second displacement bar graph (mean ± S.E.M., Student’s t-test, *p<0.05) and polar 

plots (outer radius limit = 2 µm) of single YFP-DAT WT (gray) and YFP-DAT S/D (blue). DAT-

QD displacements are normalized to their spatial origin. N (trajectories) are provided in Table A.1. 
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APPENDIX B 

SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER IV: LIGAND-CONJUGATED 

QUANTUM DOTS FOR FAST SUB-DIFFRACTION PROTEIN TRACKING IN ACUTE 

BRAIN SLICES 

 

Table B.1. Time-resolved PL lifetimes and relative amplitudes of (c) QD655s and (d) 

symmetrically shelled (symm-shelled) CdSe/CdS QDs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sample τ1 (ns) A1 τ 2 (ns) A2 τ 3 (ns) A3 τ avg 

QD655s in HEPES 3.7 ± 0.3 0.17 21.3 ± 0.5 0.49 47.1 ± 0.5 0.34 27.0 ± 0.2 

QD655s in aCSF 4.9 ± 0.4 0.19 19.4 ± 0.5 0.56 42.3 ± 0.6 0.25 22.4 ± 0.1 

symm-shelled QDs in HEPES 6.4 ± 0.5 0.15 38.3 ± 0.9 0.59 88.1 ± 1.7 0.26 46.8 ± 0.2 

Symm-shelled in aCSF 6.6 ± 0.6 0.13 87.2 ± 1.6  0.28 37.4 ± 0.9 0.59 47.7 ± 0.2 
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Figure B.1. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) particle sizing of symmetrically shelled 

(symm-shelled) QDs. 
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Figure B.2. High-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) of (a) QD655s and (b) 

symm-shelled QDs. Images were acquired at different magnifications.   
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Figure B.3. Individual scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) images including high 

angle annular dark field (HAADF, grey) and Cd (red), S (blue) and Se (green) chemical maps for 

QD655s.  
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Figure B.4. Individual scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) images including high 

angle annular dark field (HAADF, grey) and Cd (red), S (blue) and Se (green) chemical maps for 

symmetrically shelled (symm-shelled) CdSe/CdS QDs. 
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Figure B.5. Energy-dispersive X-ray spectrum of symmetrically shelled (symm-shelled) 

CdSe/CdS QDs. 
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Figure B.6. (a) Dynamic light scattering size measurement of as-synthesized (hydrophobic, 

black) and PAOA-wrapped (aqueous, blue) symmetrically shelled CdSe/CdS QDs. Peak values 

found are 18.2 and 21.0 nm, respectively. (b) Three independent zeta potential scans of 

symmetrically shelled CdSe/CdS QDs with a mean potential of -60.6 ± 9.9 mV.  
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Figure B.7. Wide-window energy-dispersive X-ray spectrum of QD655s.  
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Figure B.8. Narrow-window energy-dispersive X-ray spectrum of QD655s highlighting little to no 

Zn signal. 
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Figure B.9. Data analysis using bootstrap-coupled estimation (DABEST). Distributions of mean 

differences between QD subgroups displaying estimated effect sizes.  
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Table B.2.  Summary of statistics value outputs from data analysis using bootstrap-coupled 

estimation (DABEST).  P-values are outlined in blue. 

 

Control Group Test Group 
Median 
Difference  
(ON-fraction) 

Kruskal-Wallis p-
value 

Kruskal-Wallis 
H(2) 

QD655s in HEPES QD655s in aCSF -0.142 7.32 x 10-5 15.72 
symm-shelled QDs in 
HEPES 

symm-shelled QDs in 
aCSF 

-0.00783 0.909 0.013 
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APPENDIX C 

QUANTUM DOT TOOLBOX IN MEMBRANE NEUROTRANSMITTER 

TRANSPORTER RESEARCH 

Reprinted with permission of Thal, L. B., Bailey, D. M., Kovtun, O., and Rosenthal, S. J., Quantum 

Dot Toolbox in Membrane Neurotransmitter Transporter Research, in Chemical and Synthetic 

Approaches in Membrane Biology, Ed. A. K. Shukla, Springer New York, New York, NY, 2017, pp. 

219–230. Copyright 2017. Springer Science+Business Media, LLC. 

 

C.1 Introduction  

Quantum dots (QDs) are semiconductor nanocrystals typically ranging from 4 to 10 nm in 

diameter. Owing to their inorganic nature, QDs exhibit unique photophysical properties controlled 

by shape, size, and composition (e.g. broad absorption spectra, high extinction coefficients, high 

quantum yield, narrow Gaussian emission spectra, photochemically stable). Nearly two decades 

ago, QDs were introduced as a new class of fluorescent probes for biological imaging.1,2 In contrast 

to organic dyes and fluorescent proteins, QDs undergo minimal photodegradation under 

continuous excitation and are easily resolved at video imaging rates. Consequently, QD probes 

have been particularly useful in the field of molecular neuroscience, where tracking of QD-labeled 

transmembrane neuronal receptors has shed light on the molecular mechanisms underlying 

receptor trafficking regulation.3-6 Our group focuses on the family of sodium-coupled 

transmembrane neurotransmitter transporters (NTTs), including serotonin transporter (SERT) and 

dopamine transporter (DAT). To address the lack of suitable antibodies against extracellular NTT 

epitopes, we pioneered the use of ligand-conjugated QDs for labeling NTTs and has expanded  
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Figure C.1. Quantum dot toolbox in NTT studies. We provide fluorescence detection 

methodology, achieved sensitivity, and obtained molecular parameters for each toolbox 

component. 
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these constructs to high-resolution microscopy, flow cytometry-based high content assays, and 

single QD tracking (Figure C.1). This chapter provides a set of detailed instructions and 

experimental considerations to allow readers to successfully implement our ligand-conjugated QD 

labeling approach in the study of NTTs and other neuronal transmembrane proteins. Specifically, 

we discuss the use of laser-scanning confocal microscopy, flow cytometry, and single particle 

tracking (SPT) to analyze localization, expression, and surface dynamics of NTTs, respectively. 

 

C.2 Materials  

1. No. 1.5 35-mm MatTek glass-bottom dishes (14 mm coverslip, MatTek Catalog # P35G-1.5-

1.4-C)  

2. Fluorobrite™ DMEM (ThermoFisher Catalog # A1896701)  

3. 12 x 75 mm round bottom test tubes or 96-well round bottom microtiter plates  

4. Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS; ThermoFisher Catalog #10010023)  

5. Biotinylated NTT-specific ligand (1 mM stock in PBS)  

6. Streptavidin-conjugated QDs (SavQDs; emission maximum at 655 nm; 1 μM stock; 

ThermoFisher Catalog #Q10123MP)  

7. QD binding buffer (borate buffer supplemented with 215 mM sucrose, 0.05% sodium azide, 1–

5% bovine serum albumin (BSA) and/or 1–2% fetal bovine serum (FBS))  

8. Staining buffer (PBS supplemented with 1–2% FBS)  
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9. Adherent cells transiently expressing NTT of interest  

10. Analysis software (Microsoft Excel, ImageJ, MATLAB, FlowJo)  

11. 24-well flat bottom culture plates  

12. Optional: poly-D-lysine (working concentration of 0.01 mg/mL) to pre-coat 24-well culture 

plates when working with weakly adherent cell lines  

13. Cell Stripper™ non-enzymatic cell dissociation solution (Corning Catalog #25-056-CI)  

14. Optional: 0.25% Trypsin-EDTA (ThermoFisher Catalog #25200056)  

15. 2.0-mL microcentrifuge tubes  

16. 5-Laser BD LSRII flow cytometer configured with 355, 405, 488, 535, and 633 nm excitation 

lines as well as 8 PMT detectors  

17. Carl Zeiss LSM 5 Live configured with a 63x 1.4NA oil immersion objective, solid-state laser 

diode (488 nm, 100 mW), and a linear array CCD 

 

C.3 Subcellular Localization of QD-Bound Neurotransmitter Transporters  

Ensemble fluorescence microscopy has emerged as an essential tool in biological research. 

Specifically, QD probes provide the user a spatial and visual guide for biomolecule accumulation 

and localization at subcellular levels. Our labeling approach based on antagonist-conjugated QDs 

has allowed us to visualize NTT delivery and localization within morphologically distinct 

subcellular compartments. Our group performed ensemble analysis utilizing a unique serotonin 
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transporter (SERT) antagonist, IDT318, to demonstrate polarized expression of QD-serotonin 

transporter (QD-SERT) in Xenopus laevis oocytes.7 We used the same ligand-QD system to show 

QD-SERT residing in ganglioside GM1-rich plasma membrane microdomains of immortalized rat 

serotoninergic RN46A neuron.8 QD-based ensemble fluorescence microscopy has further enabled 

us to detect stimulated endocytosis of NTTs by monitoring the time course of QD internalization. 

By labeling dopamine transporters with streptavidin-conjugated QDs in conjugation with a 

biotinylated cocaine analog, IDT444, we detected internalization of QD dopamine transporter 

(QD-DAT) complexes upon protein kinase C (PKC) activation.9 We recommend using point 

scanning confocal microscope systems to generate high-resolution maps of NTT subcellular 

localization (Figure C.2). We provide in this section a general labeling approach for subcellular 

detection of NTTs in adherent cells (e.g., HeLa, HEK-293, N2A, CAD, SH-SY5Y) with 

antagonist-conjugated QDs. 
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C.3.1 Protocol  

1. Culture NTT-expressing cells in a No. 1.5 glass-bottom 35-mm MatTek dish. Optimal cell 

density for single-cell imaging is in the 0.5–5 x 104 cells/cm2 range.  

2. Prepare cells by aspirating complete growth medium and add 2 mL of 0.01–10 μM biotinylated 

NTT-specific ligand diluted in Fluorobrite™ DMEM. Alternatively, add a small aliquot of the 1 

mM ligand stock solution directly to the complete growth medium.  

3. Incubate the coverslip for 10–30 min in the cell culture incubator at 5% CO2 and 37C.  

4. Aspirate biotinylated NTT-specific ligand solution and wash the coverslip 3 times with pre-

warmed Fluorobrite™ DMEM.  

Figure C.2. Visualization of NTT subcellular localization using laser-scanning confocal 

microscopy. (a) QDs permit the user to readily identify whether NTTs are targeted to 

morphologically distinct membrane compartments (cell body, filopodia, lamellipodia). (b) QDs 

allow the user to observe and monitor the time course of NTT intracellular accumulation. 
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5. Promptly add a solution of 0.5–2.5 nM SavQDs in pre-warmed Fluorobrite™ DMEM 

supplemented with 1–5% BSA and/or 1–2% FBS to the MatTek dish.  

6. Incubate the MatTek dish for 5–10 min in the cell culture incubator at 5% CO2 and 37C.  

7. Aspirate the QD solution and wash the MatTek dish 3–5 times with pre-warmed Fluorobrite™ 

DMEM.  

8. Replenish the MatTek dish with pre-warmed Fluorobrite™ DMEM to prepare for imaging.  

9. Immediately mount the MatTek dish on a heated microscope stage and acquire individual 

images using DIC and appropriate fluorescence bandpass filters.  

 

C.3.2 Experimental Considerations  

1. All QD labeling steps should be done with minimal exposure to light.  

2. Use a complete set of controls including unstained cells, NTT-expressing cells labeled with 

SavQD only (-biotinylated NTT-specific ligand), non-expressing cells labeled with biotinylated 

ligand and QDs, and NTT-expressing cells preincubated with a high-affinity inhibitor to block the 

transporter–ligand interaction.  

3. If the user is observing non-specific QD binding, decrease cell debris on coverslip by keeping 

cells in viable media, temperature, and atmosphere, increase percentage of BSA when incubating 

QDs, treat with other passivation reagents (casein, newborn calf serum, dehydrated fat-free milk) 

in addition to or replacing FBS, and/or increase number of wash steps.  

4. If the user is experiencing low signal-to-noise ratio, adjust pinhole size, gain, and amplitude, 
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increase excitation intensity, and/or adjust SavQD concentration in step 5 in the labeling protocol. 

 

C.4 Flow Cytometric Detection of Quantum Dot-Labeled Neurotransmitter Transporters in 

Single Cells  

Flow cytometry has emerged as one of the premier analytical tools that enables rapid multi-

parameter molecular phenotyping and functional profiling with a single-cell sensitivity. With 

recent advances in hardware, reagent availability, and software, it is now possible to routinely 

implement polychromatic (up to 17 spectrally distinct fluorophores on a 5-Laser BD LSRII 

instrument) flow cytometry analyses. QDs are particularly well suited for polychromatic 

applications of flow cytometry aimed at detection of surface biomolecules due to broad absorption 

spectra and size tunable narrow emission spectra. We have recently utilized antagonist-conjugated 

QDs to monitor changes in DAT surface levels and DAT-mediated antagonist binding in response 

to external stimuli in HEK-293 cells stably expressing transmembrane DAT molecules.10 This 

report was an experimental demonstration that flow cytometric detection of QD-labeled cells 

represents an attractive alternative to the current “gold standard” techniques in the field of NTT 

research – radioligand uptake assay and Western blot – effectively eliminating the need for 

radiolabeled isotopes and time-consuming, expensive immunoblotting. In this section, we provide 

detailed guidelines for detecting surface NTT molecules transiently expressed in an adherent cell 

platform (e.g., HeLa, HEK-293, N2A, CAD, SH-SY5Y) with ligand-conjugated QDs and 

implementing flow cytometric analysis of the resulting cell suspension. 
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Figure C.3. Flow cytometric detection QD-labeled cells transiently expressing NTT of interest. 

Forward scatter (FSC) and side scatter (SSC) pulse area, height, and width are used to 

discriminate single-cell events from cell doublets and cell debris. The histogram of the gated 

population shows a fluorescence intensity distribution of single cells. The characteristic 

bimodal pattern indicates the presence of a dim population (non-transfected cells, hence low 

QD fluorescence intensity) and a bright fraction (transfected cells, higher QD fluorescence 

intensity) 
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C.4.1 Protocol  

1. Allow NTT-expressing cells growing in a 24-well plate culture plate to reach 80–90% 

confluency.  

2. Prepare cells by aspirating complete growth medium and add 500 μL of a 0.01–10 μM 

biotinylated NTT-specific ligand diluted in PBS.  

3. Incubate the 24-well plate for 10–30 min in the cell culture incubator at 5% CO2 and 37C.  

4. Carefully aspirate the ligand solution, dissociate the cells from the plate bottom using Cell 

Stripper™ (use 0.25% Trypsin-EDTA for lifting strongly adherent cells), and transfer the resulting 

cell suspension to 2.0 mL microcentrifuge tubes.  

5. Pellet the cells by centrifugation at 1,000–3,000 rpm for 5 min.  

6. Discard supernatant by gentle aspiration and resuspend the labeled cells in 500 μL of cold QD 

binding buffer containing 0.5–2.5 nM streptavidin-conjugated QDs. Incubate on ice for 5–10 min. 

7. Pellet the cell by centrifugation at 1,000–3,000 rpm for 5 min. Discard supernatant by aspiration 

and wash the cells by resuspending in cold staining buffer followed by immediate centrifugation 

at 1,000–3,000 rpm for 5 min.  

8. Repeat for a total of two washes, discarding supernatant between washes.  

9. Resuspend the pellet in 500 μL of cold staining buffer and transfer samples to either round 

bottom test tubes or a 96- well round bottom microtiter plate.  
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10. [OPTIONAL] Add a viability dye to each sample to exclude dead cells from analysis.  

11. Acquire data on a flow cytometer. A representative data set is displayed in Figure C.3.  

12. Use forward scatter (indicator of size) and side scatter (indicator of surface roughness, 

granularity, and internal complexity) pulse width, height, and area to discriminate single cells from 

cell doublets and cell debris.  

13. Collect 20,000–100,000 single-cell events for the gated population.  

 

C.4.2 Experimental Considerations  

1. Single-cell suspensions at a density of 106 –107 cells/mL are ideal.  

2. All QD labeling steps should be done with minimal exposure to light.  

3. Always include a rigorous set of controls and use a negative control to set voltages and gates. 

Recommended controls include unstained cells, NTT-expressing cells labeled with QD only, non-

expressing cells labeled with biotinylated NTT-specific ligand and QDs, and NTT-expressing cells 

preincubated with a high-affinity inhibitor to block the transporter–ligand interaction.  

4. Include BSA and/or FBS to block non-specific interactions of QDs with the cell surface.  

5. Determine the number of single-cell events that must be collected to ensure that your sampling 

is statistically significant (104 –105 single viable cells per final scatter gate per sample is usually 

sufficient).  

6. For multicolor experiments, always include single-color controls to determine fluorescence 
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compensation settings to address the spectral overlap of fluorophores used. 

 

C.5 Single Particle Tracking of Neurotransmitter Transporters  

In contrast to ensemble approaches discussed in Sects. 3 and 4, SPT permits real-time 

observation of NTTs in the plasma membrane at a subdiffraction-limited spatial resolution and 

imaging rates at ≥10 Hz. As surface NTT trafficking appears to be an important post-translational 

regulatory mechanism, SPT analysis can provide invaluable information about NTT lateral 

diffusion dynamics, membrane compartmentalization, and dynamic interactions with its binding 

partners. QDs are bright, robust point-like emitters characterized by a narrow, well-defined point-

spread function (PSF) and therefore a probe choice in SPT studies (Figure C.4).11 QDs act as point 

emitters (Figure C.4) that can be modeled with the PSF for use in SPT. The point emitters must be 

separated farther than the diffraction-limited regime and thus must be in sufficiently low 

concentration. The centroid positions can then be localized with subpixel accuracy by fitting the 

intensity distribution to a 2D Gaussian function:  

𝐼𝑥𝑦 = 𝐴0 +  𝐴 ×  𝑒
(𝑥−𝑥0)2+(𝑦−𝑦0)2

𝑤2  

where Ixy is the pixel intensity, A is signal amplitude, A0 is local background, x0 and y0 are the local 

maximum coordinates of the Gaussian fit, and w is the width of the curve.12 The accuracy of the 

fit depends on the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR):  

𝑆𝑁𝑅 =  
𝐼0

√𝜎𝑏𝑔
2 + 𝜎𝐼0

2
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where I0 is the signal intensity, σbg is the variance of the background intensity, and σI is the variance 

of the signal intensity.12 QDs significantly increase the SNR compared to common organic 

fluorophores, providing another advantage as single molecule imaging probes. Once precise 

localization data (x, y) is determined, QD positions in successive frames must be linked to 

construct trajectories. We previously described in detail basic analysis using ImageJ.12 Once 

trajectories are constructed, net displacement and velocities can be determined, as well as mean 

square displacement (MSD) (Figure C.5): 

𝑀𝑆𝐷(𝑛𝛥𝑡) = (𝑁 − 𝑛)−1  ∑[(𝑥𝑖+𝑛 − 𝑥𝑖)2 + (𝑦𝑖+𝑛 − 𝑦𝑖)
2]

𝑁−1

𝑖=1

 

where nΔt is the time interval in which the MSD is calculated, N is the total number of frames, and 

xi and yi are positions of the particle over time. Our recent group efforts focused on visualizing and 

analyzing NTT membrane dynamics using antagonist-conjugated QDs. We first utilized a SERT 

antagonist, IDT318, to specifically label individual SERT proteins within the membranes of 

serotonergic RN46A cells. We observed two distinct populations, one that freely diffused across 

the membrane and one that displayed restricted mobility and was confined to membrane 

microdomains. Upon SERT stimulation, individual proteins remained confined within 

microdomains but displayed untethering from cytoskeletons that allowed for increased mobility 

through a p38 MAPK pathway.8 Next we visualized the dynamics of wild-type and ADHD-

associated mutant (R615C) DAT using a high-affinity biotinylated cocaine analog, IDT444, and 

streptavidin-conjugated QDs in living transfected HEK-293 cells. From QD trajectory analysis, 

the R615C mutant showed increased lateral mobility in the membrane compared to the wild-type 

protein and lacked response to cholesterol depletion and amphetamine stimulation.13 These 

findings demonstrate, for the first time, how a disease-associated mutation affects the surface 
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dynamics of single DAT molecules, which opens up possibilities for future studies linking disease 

states with individual molecular behavior. This protocol outlines QD labeling in NTT-expressing 

adherent cell lines and provides a set of common troubleshooting tips. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure C.4. Typical video frame sequence of single QDs bound to NTT molecules. Bottom: 

Raw image sequence of diffusing QDs. Top: Corresponding surface intensity plots used for QD 

localization 

Figure C.5. Basic analysis of example trajectories shows plots of displacement from the starting 

position and MSD for a confined (red) and freely diffusing (blue) particle 
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C.5.1 Protocol  

1. Culture NTT-expressing cells in glass-bottom dishes until they are 50–60% confluent.  

2. Prepare a solution of 0.01–0.1 nM SavQDs in warm Fluorobrite™ DMEM media containing 2–

5% BSA or 1–2% dialyzed FBS. Vortex for 5 s to break up aggregates.  

3. Add 0.1–0.5 nM biotinylated NTT-specific ligand directly to culture media and incubate for 5 

min.  

4. Wash cells gently 3–5 times with phenol-red free DMEM or Fluorobrite™ DMEM.  

5. Add QD solution to cells and incubate at 37C for 5 min.  

6. Wash cells gently 3–5 times with warm Fluorobrite™ DMEM. 7. Place the dish on a heated 

(37C) microscope stage and acquire time-lapse images.  

 

C.5.2 Experimental Considerations  

1. A frame rate of 10 frames per second or faster is recommended using an appropriate filter for 

the type of QD. A 600/30 bandpass filter is used for 605 QDs.  

2. Image in a low-background buffer, like Fluorobrite™ DMEM, to improve signal-to noise ratio.  

3. Include a blocking reagent, such as BSA, dialyzed FBS, or casein, to decrease non-specific 

labeling of QDs.  

4. Avoid QD internalization by imaging immediately after labeling.  

5. Decrease QD incubation time if QDs are internalizing.  
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6. Determine ligand specificity using controls (see section C.3.2 for example control experiments). 
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APPENDIX D 

QD-BASED APPROACH TO SURVEY 3D DISTRIBUTION AND DYNAMICS OF 

ENDOCYTOSED TRANSPORTERS 

This section includes adapted text with permission of Kovtun, O., Tomlinson, I. D., Bailey, D. M., 

Thal, L. B., Ross, E. J., Harris, L., Frankland, M. P., Ferguson, R. S., Glaser, Z., Greer, J., and 

Rosenthal, S. J., Single quantum dot tracking illuminates neuroscience at the nanoscale, Chem. 

Phys. Lett., 2018, 706, 741−752. Copyright 2018. Elsevier.  

 

 

Decades of research efforts aimed at unraveling the intricacies of neurotransmitter 

transporter trafficking support the notion that membrane pool of transporters is in constant flux, 

and proper transporter turnover represents an important modulatory mechanism of synaptic 

plasticity. Membrane transporters undergo marked constitutive and regulated redistribution away 

from the plasma membrane driven in part by amino-/carboxy-terminal linear motifs, 

conformational shifts, and covalent modifications.1-3 Although transporter turnover is an essential 

component of neurotransmission, the intracellular dynamics and subsequent fate of individual 

transporters remain poorly understood. Our ligand-conjugated QD approach is uniquely suited to 

interrogate the intracellular dynamics of transporters in living cells because (i) pseudoirreversible 

ligand binding ensures that the transporter-QD complex remains intact post-endocytosis and (ii) 

bright and stable QD signal enables prolonged observation of single cargo trafficking.4-6 A proof-

of-concept implementation of our QD labeling approach together with spinning-disk confocal 

microscopy to investigate DAT endocytic trafficking is shown in Figure D.1A. Notably, the  
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spinning-disk microscope is equipped with a z-axis piezo nanopositioning stage, which enabled 

capture of transient endocytic events and robust single cargo localization analysis. At z-speeds of 

10 300-nm steps per second, 3D image stacks were acquired to detect DAT-QD complexes relative 

to the plasma membrane of transiently transfected HEK-293 cells, conveniently labeled with a 

CellMask™ lipophilic membrane stain (Figure D.1B). Binarizing the acquired z-stacks and 

performing 2-channel colocalization analysis allows us to discriminate intracellular QDs from 

those localized to the plasma membrane (Figure D.1C-E). By incorporating an additional 

fluorescent marker of early recycling endosomes or late degradative compartments, our approach 

could be a valuable tool for quantitative determination of DAT intracellular fate at the single-cargo 

level in 3D.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure D.1. Spinning-disk confocal microscopy and single QD localization to analyze 

endocytosed DAT. (A) An analytical workflow outlining image z-stack acquisition, 3D 

reconstruction, 2channel 3D binarization, and subtractive object analysis. Note the Venn 

diagram demonstrates discrimination of QD object coherence to the cell membrane 

localization. (B) A representative 3D image overlay of an HEK-293 cell expressing DAT 

labeled with ligand-conjugated QDs (red) and cell membranes labeled with CellMask (blue). 

(C) 3D binarized imaging data represented in (B) of both QD and CellMask channels. (D) A Z-

slice accompanied by orthogonal XZ and YZ slices highlighting membranous (magenta) and 

nonmembranous (yellow) DAT-QDs. The endocytosed DAT-QD is clearly demonstrated 

(white circles). (E) A 3D representation of the binarized QD channel in [C] nonmembranous 

and membranous DAT-QDs. 
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APPENDIX E 

VERIFICATION OF AN INTACT QD-IDT725 CONJUGATE BY SURFACE-

ENHANCED RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY 

 

Since the symm-shelled QDs in Chapter 4 were conjugate stocks on the order of 

nanograms, the sensitivity of nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR) is too low to 

characterize the ligand-conjugated QD structure. Consequently, surface-enhanced Raman 

spectroscopy (SERS) was used to verify the intact conjugate. Upon preliminary evaluation of a 

wide spectral window (Figure E.1A), the region between 900 cm-1 and 1200 cm-1 was chosen for 

further analysis (Figure E.1B). The spectra for QD-IDT725 were remarkably distinct from the 

SERS substrate spectra and the QD (-IDT725) spectra. Signature asymmetric and symmetric 

aromatic stretches from the β-CFT cocaine analog were present, consistent with previously 

reported results.1 

Commercial SERS substrates contributed to the reproducibility of the workflow given the 

quality control in manufacturing (Figure E.2A, Ocean Optics). However, the short shelf life 

combined with long shipping times from the manufacturer motivated me to construct in-house 

substrates. By cutting circular Whatman #1 filter paper using a handheld hole puncher, paper pads 

were prepared as a matrix for the SERS substrates (Figure E.2B). These paper pads were incubated 

in a colloidal suspension of 60 nm Ag nanoparticles (AgNPs) producing substrates that resemble 

the commercially manufactured product (Figure E.2B). At closer look under the microscope, the 

quartz fibers (Figure E.2C) in the purchased substrates were not nearly as thick as the paper fibers 

(Figure E.2D). Nonetheless, this difference did not seem to have any deleterious effects on SERS 

substrate performance as indicated in Figure E.3. To determine whether the paper-based SERS  
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substrates were effective, Raman spectroscopy was performed on a ubiquitous SERS chemical 

standard (4-mercapto benzoic acid, MBA). Large peaks characteristic of enhanced MBA Raman 

modes were present and distinct from all negative controls, including paper pads only, paper pads 

soaked in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), paper pads with MBA diluted in DMSO, AgNPs embedded 

in paper pads, and AgNP-embedded paper pads soaked in DMSO (Figure E.3). Although in-house 

produced substrates have yet to be been used analysis of QD probe structure, these results highlight 

the utility of these paper-based SERS substrates. In this regard, the use of these substrates could 

be an inexpensive and readily available alternative to the commercial substrates mentioned, 

ultimately improving throughput for characterizing ligand-conjugated QD probe structures.  

Figure E.1. Surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) of QD-IDT725 using Ag 

nanoparticle substrates. Wide spectral range of QD-IDT725 and the SERS substrate averaged 

spectra (N=25). B) Narrow spectral range of QDIDT725, QD (no ligand), and the SERS 

substrate averaged spectra (N = 25). The cocaine phenyl group Raman modes are highlighted 

by the dashed lines (asymmetric stretch = 1038 cm-1, symmetric stretch = 1004 cm-1). 
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Figure E.2. Comparison of commercially available SERS substrates (Ocean Optics) to in-house 

produced paper-based SERS substrates. A) Photograph of a commercially available SERS 

substrate. B) Photograph of paper pads before (top) and after (bottom) incubation in a 

suspension of Ag nanoparticles. C) Brightfield microscopy image of the commercially 

available SERS substrate. D) Brightfield microscopy image of in-house produce paper-based 

SERS substrate.  
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Figure E.3. Determining the effectiveness of the in-house produced SERS substrates. Stacked 

Raman spectra of AgNP-embedded paper pads with 4-mercapto benzoic acid (MBA, red)  

diluted in dimethyl sulfoxide compared to negative controls – AgNP-embedded paper pads 

soaked in DMSO (orange), AgNP-embedded paper pads (yellow), paper pads (without AgNP) 

with MBA diluted in DMSO (green), paper pads soaked in DMSO (blue), and bare paper pads 

(purple).  
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APPENDIX F 

STRUCTURAL CONFIRMATION OF IDT725-SUCCINIMIDYL ESTER 

 Coupling carboxylic acid groups to amines is commonly performed by EDC/NHS 

conjugation chemistry. In a typical reaction, the two coupling species are mixed with both EDC 

and NHS in one pot such that EDC catalyzes the generation of the succinimidyl ester (SE) for the 

amine to attack. NHS is cleaved and the resulting covalent bond is an amide. Because EDC 

quenches QD fluorescence, our approach to couple the acid-containing IDT725 compound to 

terminal amines on symm-shelled QDs involved generating and isolating the SE (IDT725SE) prior 

to QD amine coupling. A common concern in this conjugation chemistry is the hydrolysis of SEs, 

which renders the acid species unavailable for amine coupling. Considering the possibility of SE 

hydrolysis, a series of structural characterizations was performed by 2D nuclear magnetic 

resonance (NMR) spectroscopy, which in turn confirmed that the SE was intact prior to coupling. 

First, heteronuclear multiple bond correlation (HMBC, Figure F.1 and F.2) reveales that the 

protons (2.68 ppm) couple only to the SE carbonyls (172 ppm), confirming the SE is present. Only 

one CH2 peak at 2.68 ppm for 1H and 25.2 ppm for 13C in the heteronuclear single quantum 

coherence (HSQC, Figure F.3) spectra provides further confirmation that the SE is present. 

Additionally, 1H Correlation Spectroscopy (COSY, Figure F.4) shows that SE backbone protons 

at 2.68 ppm couples only to themselves and not any other species, which confirms that this is an 

isolated spin system. Together, these spectra are evidence that the SE was still intact at the time of 

coupling.  
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Figure F.1. HMBC of IDT725SE (600 MHz, CDCl3). 
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Figure F.2. HMBC of IDT725SE (600 MHz, CDCl3, subset around 13C 172 ppm). 
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Figure F.3. HSQC of IDT725SE (600 MHz, CDCl3). 
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Figure F.4. COSY of IDT725SE (600 MHz, CDCl3). 
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APPENDIX G 

SINGLE PARTICLE ANALYSIS OF CADMIUM-FREE QUANTUM DOTS IN 

AMBIENT AMOSPHERE 

Elements of this section are derived from Reid, K. R., McBride, J. R., Freymeyer, N. J., Thal, L. 

B., and Rosenthal, S. J., Chemical Structure, Ensemble and Single-Particle Spectroscopy of Thick-

Shell InP–ZnSe Quantum Dots, Nano Lett., 2018, 18, 709–716. Copyright 2018. American 

Chemical Society. 

 

 Cd toxicity is a concern shared across the biological imaging community.  Although 

amphiphilic polymer encapsulation and PEGylation mitigates cytotoxic effects of Cd-containing 

quantum dots (QDs) (see section 4.2.4),1 exclusion of Cd in QD composition is the next step in the 

development of less toxic probes. In the interest of developing high performing Cd-free quantum 

dots, we synthesized InP/ZnSe core/shell quantum dots. While InP is an attractive non-Cd 

semiconductor candidate for QDs due to the size-tunability across the visible to near-IR window 

and the lower intrinsic toxicity,2,3 InP QDs suffer from synthetically induced broad size 

distributions, and have relatively low photoluminescence (PL) quantum yields (QYs) and poor 

environmental stability.4 This work highlighted these core/shell heterostructures performance with 

high ON-time fractions that can exceed 95% and a 7-fold increase in the biexciton lifetime 

compared to large lattice mismatched ZnS-shelled QDs. Intriguingly, energy-dispersive X-ray 

spectroscopy chemical maps show indium was incorporated in the shell of these QDs (Figure G.1), 

which is a likely culprit of the poor quantum yields previously reported.  

Concomitantly, these QDs did not suffer from poor environmental stability at the single 
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particle level. Using a fast-scanning spinning-disk confocal microscope, we imaged drop-casted 

InP/ZnSe QDs to generate single-emitter intensity traces (Figure G.2). The large ON fraction over 

a period of 5 minutes under ambient atmosphere highlights these QDs environmental stability and 

the possibility of InP-based QDs to be used in single particle biological imaging experiments.  
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Figure G.1. Elemental characterization of thick-shell InP–ZnSe QDs. (A) Energy dispersive X-

ray (EDX) chemical map of a core–shell InP–ZnSe QD. (B) Corresponding line scan showing 

the intensity profile of each element across the diameter of the particle. (C) Indium, (D) 

phosphorus, (E) zinc, and (F) selenium chemical maps from the particle in part A. 

Figure G.2. Blinking trace and intensity histogram of an individual thick-shell InP-ZnSe QD 

recorded in air using a low energy excitation source (488 nm, 2.5 eV). The background (green 

trace) was recorded from a region with no QDs. 
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